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SWO!�'I STATEMENT 

f, C: Y 0 I< I N A I< A, , having been duly sworn, hereby make the following 
statement to :S /A /{! IT N Eb i,Y Pr A, b :S , who has been identified to me as a federal 
la\v enforcement officer and special agent with the Transportation Security Administration, Office of 
inspection. I a1n n1aking this staten1ent of 1ny own free will, without at1y durc-ss or coercion. 

* * ' SEE ATJ'ACHED STATEMEN J' * * ' 

l have read this entire statement consisting ofi pages. I have been given the opportunity to make 
any corrections necessary to make the statement accurale. All of the information contained in this 
statement is true and accurate to the best of m)' knowledge and belief. I understand that I may be 
prosecuted for pe1jw:y or making ihlst!! slalen1enls if I have intention.ally n1isrepresented ai1ything 
contained in this statement. I have not intentionally 01nitted any infon11ation or knowledge I have that 
relates to the matters under investigation or review. 

i<,b ,-
Signed and s\vom to beiUre me, this .. b-�- day of ........ "<-::!._ .... �.!'!· 

\\'itness 

Page 1 of_:]_ 
Form TNVD-83 (Rev. 4/1/2007) 

Special Agent 
Transportation Security Administration 
IJcpartmcnt of H.omcland Sccltrity 
Authority to administer oaths: 5 U.S.C. § 303 
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January 23, 2012 

�Cy Okinaka, hereby make the following statement to Special Agent Akemi Wayne & Mike Striglers, 

who has been identified to me as a federal law enforcement officer and Special Agents with the 
Transportation Security Administration, Office of Inspections (01). I am making this statement of my 
own free will, without any duress or coercion. 

I, Cy z. A. Okinaka, am the Assistant Federal Security Director - Screening {AFSD-S) at the Honolulu 
International Airport (HNL). I have been the AFSD since September 25, 2011. I was officially detailed 
into the AFSD-S position in HNL since July 3, 2011, and remained in that capacity until I was officially 
promoted on September 25, 2011. I have worked for the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
since November 2002. As the AFSD-5, I have primary oversight of all Screening operations and its 
management in TSA HNL and Pago Pago, American Samoa (PPG). This includes direct oversight of the 
Deputy Assistant Federal Security Director -Screening (DAFSD-5), Bill Daley; The SPOTTSM (I Band), lrr>1•01 I The Special Operations & Logistics TSM, John Brandon; and the TSM in PPG, Fa tu AhSoon. 
In my capacity as the AFSD-Screening, I also serve in the capacity of SPOT Coordinator. 

From April 2007-July 2011, I served in the capacity of DAFSD-Screening and oversaw the Checkpoint 
(CP) and Checked Ba a e CB) screening operations, and it's TSMs, for the evening (PM) shift in HNL. 
My counterpa ''' · who has since been removed from Federal Service) oversaw the morning 
(AM) CP & CB operations an the entire BOO Program. At that time, he· served in the capacity of SPOT 
Coordinator. 

Racial Profiling: 

I was first made aware of any allegations of Racial profiling against any BDOs in HNL on or about August 
18, 2011, through an e-mail sent to me by Acting FSD, Stanford Miyamoto (Attachment 1). On this date, 
I was on Annual Leave in Alaska and returned to the office on August 22, 2011. Thls e-mail included a 
request from "Investigative Reporter" Keoki Kerr to answer a litany of questions specifically about Racial 
Profiling all.egations in HNL as well as some other allesations which I'll. address later in this statement. 
One of the allegations made was that co-workers referred to SPOT TSM O�and B ool.__1 10_· __ __. 
as "Mexicutioners". Prior to reading this e-mail, I have never heard of the term "Mexicutioner(s)'', nor 
d id I ever hear of this term ever being used in HNL. I also had no knowledge of Racial Profiling and no 
allegations of Racial Profiling have ever been brought to my attention, both within the BDO program 
and/or outside of the BDO program within TSA HNL. The information/allegatlons included In the 
aforementioned e-mail was the first time that I gained any knowledge of Racial Profil ing within TSA HNL. 

On or about August 22, 2011, upon my return to work from annual leave, I met with FSD Miyamoto, 
who gave me a brief of the news reporter request, as well as discussions he was having with TSA HQ on 
the plan forward on how we will address. A request was made at that time by TSA HNL as well as TSA 
HQ for the following items: 

• Immediate refresher training for all HN L BDOs 
• Covert visits by a SPOT HQ team to determine if there are any findings of Racial Profiling 
• Standardization Team Visit � 
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c.tr; Discussion on conducting an inquiry 

It was determined that TSA HQ was going to work on sending teams out to conduct the refresher 
training, ccvert visit, and the standardization visit. It was also communicated at that time that the DHS 
O!G that was scheduled to come in early September 2011 would handle completing an inquiry into the 
allegations that were made (attachment 2). 

On or about August 24, 2011, ! was informed by SPOITSM l( b' f: khat soq r 1 I 
reported to her {on or about August 22, 2011) that he had some concerns about B._D_o"'f -·11 -, ---�and 
the perception he had that she "profiles" (Attachment 3). l immediately notified FSD Miyamoto 
regarding this and we determined that we would have SPOT TSMUb1i61 I conduct an inquiry into 
this a !legation. ltt>1161 I with the assistance of her fellow SPOT TSMs, conducted an inquiry into the 
allegations and summarized in a closing report. she forwarded me a copy of this report for review on or 
about September 6, 2011. After reviewing this report, I found that there we�e no direct evidence/facts 
linking BDd(bJ(G ! lto the alleged ''Racial Profiling", This report Aas been provided to the 01 
Inquiry Team for further review. 

On or about August 25, 2011, FSD Miyamoto and I met with 2 separate groups of BDOs, the AM shift 
and the PM shift, to conduct a 360 type town hall session, where we briefed them on significan� events 
as well as opened the floor to any concerns they may have had. We did not include any BDO 
management in this town hall sessions with the intent that it will provide an atmosphere where officers 
could freely speak about any concern even if it had to do with management. The attached e-mail 
(attachmer.t 4) outlines some of the issues discussed and some of the resolut ions. There was no I ssues 
brought up at this time in regards to Racial Profiling nor was there any issues expressed regarding BDO 
Management. 

On or about September 12, 2011, TSA HNL was visited by the DHS OIG team who were conducting an 
audit of HNL Management and Oversig�t of Screening Operations. In our initial in-brief, as well as our 
out-brief, they made it clear that they were not here to conduct an "Investigation" but more an" AuditN. 
However, they had specific bulleted items they were asking for in advanced, some of Which were 
specifically related to the �!legations made ·against tfte BOO team {Attachment 3). This gave me an 
impression that they would be providing a final report of findings to TSA HQ for further action. Because 
of this, TSA HNL Management determined that no further inquiry was needed. 

On or about September 14- 21, 2011, BDOs from the National SOPT Training Team conducted SPOT 
refresher training for all BDOs in Honolulu. This training was conducted by a team of SPOT trainers that 
came from other airports within the US. This training ls currently being conducted nationwide, 
however, due to the attention bestowed upon TSA HNL, we were able to expedite the scheduling of this 
training here in HNL. 

On or about September 19-26, 2011, a covert team visited HNL and conducted a covert audit, 
specifically on the BDOs performing their SPOT duties. We received a final report on this visit which 
stated "At no time did the team see any possible misconduct related to particular ethnic groups". 

On or about October 31, 2011, K!TV News 4 aired a report in regards to the allegations made of Racial 
Profiling. This was the follow-on story to the information requested by TSA in August 2011. This news 
report caused a lot of hurt feelings among the BDO team, therefore, FSD Miyamoto and I called the 
current duty BDOs into the FSD conference room where we briefed them on the article and opened the<"c--

� oF) 
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�r to arw questions that the officers may have. Mainly, we expressed to the BOO officers the 
importance of remaining vigilant in conducting their day to day work and re-assured them that these 
allegations were being looked into by the DHS OIG team. 

On or about December 2, 2011, KITV News 4 aired a second report stating that one of the BDO's that 
was initially Identified as conducting racial rofilin , was promoted and would be receiving a pay 
increase. This was i re ards to SPOT TSM bl 6 who was accepted to the SPOT National Training 
Team. SPOT TSM ;bl 6 applied for this sometime in June 2011 and was interviewed and selected by 
SPOT HQ to participate on this team. It was not a promotion and did not include a pay increase. It was 
a collateral assignment that was offered to him. 

This article caused great concern among the workforce and caused TSA HNL Management to discuss 
further with TSA HQ. ln discussion with FSD Miyamoto, DFSD Frank "Mike" Abreu, and myself, we 
determined that due to the vagueness of the scope of the OIG "Audit" and the feeling that we needed to 
move quickly on addressing these anoMymous complaints being made to the media, FSD Miyamoto 
assigned DFSD Abreu to conduct an internal inquiry into the allegatio ns. DFSD Abreu started this 
immediate ly. 

In the meantime, we reported this to TSA HQ which Immediately sparked their attention. We informed 
them of our intentions With the local inquiry and awaited further direction from them on how to move 
forward. They informed us that they will need to look into further, but recommended that we pull BDO �nd SPOT TSM�rom performing any further BDO functions or oversight. We pulfed them 
immediately and ass igned them to performing non-screening/BOO functions (assigned to the AFSD of 
Mission Support, Patrick Smith). 

OHS OIG returned for a follow-up visit on or about December 5, 2011 and reported to us that they were 
complete with the B'DO portion of the Audit and that all results were sent to DHS HQ to review. They 
also mentioned that the results were going to be forwarded on to TSA 01 for review and decision on if 
an inquiry/investigation needed to be conducted. 

Sometime in December 2011, TSA HQ informed us, via a conference call that a representative from OHS 

OlG will come down to conduct an inquiry and ordered us to stop any local inquiry that we were 
conducting. DFSD Abreu immediately ceased the inquiry that he started. In January 2012, we were 
informed that OHS OIG would not be coming to conduct an inquiry, however, that TSA 01 wou ld be 

coming to conduct an inquiry. 

TSA 01 arrived on January 20, 2012 to start their inquiry. 

I was once asked why I felt that HNL had a high amount of illegal alien arrest as an outcome of a BDO 
referral, which was opposite from what a GAO report once shown based on nationwide standards. My 
feeling is that Hawaii has a lot of agricultural related jobs, which some of these companies were under 
scrutiny recently of hiring illegal aliens. If the population of illega l aliens is high in Hawaii, there is a high 
l ikelihood of these individuals being caught at stress points such as TDC locations by trained BDOs. 
Normally, individuals who have criminal histories or who are currently breaking laws tend to stay away 
from airports, even if they need to transit to other states or distant locations, as this keeps them away 
from officials who conduct searches of all travelers. Hawaii is unique in a sense as there is no means of 
transit to other islands or out of state besides air travel. We do not have the ability to drive off island, 
nor do we have a water ferry system that takes us between islands. Therefore, all individuals wishing to c::.o--

Y or: 1 
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�ravel out of the island, wilt need to come through the airport. This may be a big reason why HNL has a 
lot more SPOT referrals as compared to other airports nationwide. 

Sleeping While On Duty 

I was first made aware of any allegations of, SPOT TSM l1P -1 I and BDO I 1• ]being caught 
sleeping while on the overnight shift, on or about August 18, 2011, through the sarne e-mail sent to me 
by Acting FSD, Stanford Miyamoto (Attachment 1). As stated earlier, we did not immediately conduct an 
inquiry into these allegations, as the direction from HQ was that the DHS OIG would be conducting the 
investigation into all the allegations. FSD Miyamoto did, however, appoint DFSD Abreu for a short 
period in December 2011, to conduct an inquiry Into the numerous allegations. In the short time that 
DFSD frank Abreu conducted his inquiry, he did rnd,, ajd reported that it was a misinterpretation. No 
officers thc;t he interviewed observed SPOTTSM •(,, or BDOGsleeping at anytime while on shift. 
What he did find was that one of the BDOs was going on a camping trip and asked another officer to use 
their camp:ng cot. This officer brought this cot into the office where it stayed for about a week until the 
officer who was going to use it, took it home. This may have given the impression that officers were 
using it to sleep, however, the findings showed otherwise. DFSD Abreu will be providing a summary of 
his prefimlnary findings separately. 

Relationship with DEA Agent 

I was first made aware of any allegations of, BDOll" tn I boasting of a DEA triend tipping 
him off to potential drug runners, on or about August 18, 2011, through the same e-mail sent to me by 
Acting FSD, Stanford Miyamoto (Attachment 1). As stated earlier, we did not immediately conduct an 
inquiry into these allegations, as the direction from HQ was that the OHS OIG would be conducting the 
investigation into all the allegations. FSD Miyamoto did, however, appoint DFSD Abreu for a short 
period in December 2011, to conduct an inquiry into the numerous allegations. In the short time that 
DFSD Frank Abreu conducted his inquiry, he did find, and reported that it was a misinterpretation. 
DFSD Abreu will be providing a summary of his preliminary findings separ.ately. 

TSMI I'' lorug Test 

I was first made aware of SPOT TSMI 1 I positive drug test on Jllne 9, 2011 via an e-mail from 
DAFSD Adam Myers. Per MD 1100.75-3, Addressing Unacceptable Performance and Conduct (revision 
#3), the delegation of authority for all r�movals was at the DFSD level or higher. Being that this offense 
warranted removal, Acting DPSD Richard "Dick" Wiles was assigned as the deciding official in this case. 
Attached you will find a timeline gathered by Legal Counsel Eugene Whitaker outlining the events 
related to this case (Attachment 5). At a point in time, during July 2011, a decision was made (under 
recommendation of Legal counsel Whitaker) to move to a 2 step process due to the fact that SPOT TSM I !)!I.> �ept presenting possible drug defenses to his

,
eositivg result. By doing a 2 step process, we 

provide a definite timeframe of 7 days for SPOT TSM 111 to provide any more defenses. This would 
provide a definite end to his numerous defenses presented. I served him the Proposed Removal Action 
on July 27, 2011. After serving the proposal action, I am not aware of the events leading to his Last 
Chance Agreement that was finally served to him on or about December 13, 2011. DFSD Abreu will be 
providing a summary of his knowledge in relation to this case and the serving of the Last Chance "' 
Agreement. 

Mexican Consulate Complaint ee,.--
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if 
I was made aware by FSD Miyamoto, that In December 2011, he received a letter from the Consulate 
General of Mexico stating that their own staff has experienced targeted scrutiny when traveling through 
Honolulu. During my time in HNL, I am only aware of one complaint that we received from the Mexican 
Consulate regarding "Targeted Scrutiny1'. On or about September 08, 2008, we received an e�mail from 
I:, '1 I with ICE informing us of a complaint he received from (bl(6) who was 
with the Consulate general of Mexico (Attachment 6). It was alleged that he and the kids .... · _· !_bl ___ _, 

1 · 
1';' !were subjected to harassment and mistreatment when going through the 
TSA HNL security checkpoint on August 7, 2008. After checking further into this claim, we found that no 
harassment occurred and the reason forthe "Extra Scrutiny', 

.__�...., ......... !II!'!" .... """'!'""!"'------..---' 
��'!"""!'!-�'"!"!"�- -------- ---" (Attachment 6). r:-1===L="'='�=· =1 =·=''==="" 
-------------� Other than this, f have never received a complaint from the 
Mexican Consulate in regards to any harassment or profiling that they experienced in HNL. It seems 
their recent letter stemmed from the allegations made to the news media and not so much due to a 

recent incident. I do recall a time when I received a call from the Mexican Consulate's office inquiring 

about the practice that they have where their Consulate General comes to HNL on a regular basis to 
issue temporary Mexican Passports (Attachment 1). Their concern was that our officers would not 
accept this at the TDC location, and they wanted to be proactive by stating that it was an official 
document. I did explain to the consulate that we have a SOP that provides a listing of acceptable forms 
of ID that a person can present (which this document was not parrof). In my experience in HNL, I can't 
ever recall an Jncident where a passenger was denied boarding and only had this document available for 
reference. 

Anonvmous Source 

At this point, I don't have any concrete evidence that can tell me who the anonymous source is that's 
providing these allegations to the media. I do have a strong feeling on who it may be, however, ifs 
purely my opinion. Those individuals that I feel are providing this information to the media is 1) BOO 

I '11• land 2) LTsol " l There are a few reasons why I feel this is true: 

• From what I recall, there was a few inquiries done in the past (copies of inquiries provided to 01 
for review) in regards to the BDO program, more specifically in regards to complaints. made by a 
few BDOs of unprofessional conduct that occurred once this alleged romantic relationship went 
bad. The two BDOs Involved in the romantic relatlonship were BDO I 111 land LTsoc:J 
� (former BOO). The findings of the inquiries wi11 provide you with more information as to 
what specifically occurred, and actions that was taken, however, I do understand that BOO 11r ' " 1 land LTSO f0H") lwas also involved as they took the side ofr==Jand 
also was named in a complaint filed by BOO� . Being that these actions taken against a few 
of these individuals were not known to each other, they were not happy, and felt that 
management at that time did flOt do their due diligence of correcting the issue. Again, I don't 
have much knowledge of these incidents as I was not in the management chain of command at 
that time and was not privy to a lot of what was going on. c:;::;..-
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¢" 
• I am aware that in January 2011, It was alleged by BOO Management that Boal lwas 

using FMLA Sick Leave while on a ski trip with some fellow o.fficers, while filming an episode of 
"Thee White Room Episodes". This alleged fraudulent use of FMLA was reported to TSA QI who 
sent a few Special Agents down to look further into. Interviews were conducted in this case and 
a report of investigation was submitted, however, action was pending as Legal counsel, 
Whitaker recommended 01 come back to complete some questions he felt needed to be asked. 
M BOO�''' 1 J has since been off of work which is making it difffcu It for the questioning to 
continue. I feel that he is aware of testimony received from fellow officers who were with him 
on this trip, and he !las a feeling that he will be removed from federal employment. Becallse of 
this, I feel he is making these complaints as a distraction to his current case. I also feel he is 
trying to build his case where he claims that TSA HNL was mismanaged, especially as it relates to 
recent actions that management took in relation to these recent allegations brought against 
him. MBD0(1 Jltti. Jhas also been AWOL from work since December 27, 2011, but he is 
claiming that he has work related stress, and he has a physician note supporting his need to be 
away from work due to this. I have since not approved his LWOP request, and subsequently 
received a letter from his attorney claiming that I am harassing him based on his medical 
condition and also retaliating against him due to a pending EEO case he has filed against a few of 
his fellow co-workers and managers. We are working on moving forward with a proposal action 
for removal due to his recent AWOL status and also due to the outcome o f t  he 01 inquiry 
conducted jn the recent past. MBDOl· ••ti I has also recently fifed for disability retirement 
which he may be trying to stall any adverse actions against him so this can be approved. 

It is because of these reasons that I feel these officers are making these claims to the media. 

Cy Okinaka 

Attachment: 

1. E-mail from FSD Miyamoto dated August 18, 2011 (KllV Request) 
2. E-mail from FSD Miyamoto dated August 30, 2011 (OIG Request for Documents) 
3. E-mail from STSM(it>1iSI ldated August 25, 2011 (Racial Profiling Complaint) 
4. E-mail from STSMl1M6 1 !dated August 25, 2011 (360/Town Hall Issues) 
5. Timeline of Events refl;U. ' f (created by E. Whitaker) 
6. Complaint frornf t> -, hnclud es BP copies) 
7. Sample Mexico Temporary Passport ev-
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Attachment 1 
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Okinaka, Cy 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Attachments: 

Fyi. . . . only. 

Miyamoto, Stanford 
Thursday, August 18, 2011 8;32 AM 
Okinaka, Cy; Daley, Bill FW: Questions about TSA Honolulu · SPOT 
Kl1V Response 8.17.2011.doc 

Stanford N. Miyamoto 
Assistant Area Director 
Pacific Islands (Hawaii, Guam, Saipan, American Samoa) 300 Ala Moana Blvd., #8-153 H onolulu, 
HI 96850 

I• 1 l cell 
808 541 3329 fax 

WARNING: This communication, along with any attachments , is covered by Federal and .State law 
governing electronic communications and may contain private, confidential, and legally 
privileged information intended solely for the use of the addressee. If the reader of this 
message is not the intended recipi ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination) 
distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this in error, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other 
action in reliance on the information transmitted. Unauthorized use of information contained 
therein is subject to enforcement action under Federal laws and regulations : Contains 
information controlled under the Priva cy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a). 

-----Original Message----

From: Miyamoto, Stanford 
Sent: Wednesdayj August 17) 2011 5:38 PM 
To: Soule, Greg 
Cc: Johnson, Scott T; Whitaker , Eugene; Adams, Eugene; McLaughlin, Chris L; Lenihan, John; 
Davis, Ann; Carraway, Melvin ; Payne, Sterling; Burche, Daniel; Melendez, Nico ; Lee, Kristinj 
Maccario, Carl; Wiles, Richard 
Subject: RE: Questions about TSA Honolulu -· SPOT 

Greg, 

Please see attached proposed response to the KITV investigator inquiry. 

It appears that over the past several years the HNL BOO program (although being identified as 
an exceptional program by prior SPOT Standardization visits ) has had internal management and 
personnel issues that still appear to be occurring. Since 2009 there have been seven (7) EEO 
complaints by BDOs and there were three (3) internal initiated inquiries into the HNL 
program. The HNL BDO TSM mentioned that she has three (3) challenging employees on one 
specific shift that continue to create workplace problems and feel they are using the media 
as a vehicle to vent pe1'sonal issues. As a result, she has asked for another SPOT 
Standardization visit. We will look into and address the problems that continue to surface 
in this program. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Stanford N. Miyamoto 
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Assistant Area Director 
Pacific Islands (Hawaii, Guam, Saipan, American Samoa) 300 Ala Moana Blvd., #8-153 Honolulu, 

HT 96850 l1b 'J1 J cell 
808 541 3329 fax 

WARNING: This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law 
governing electronic communications and may contain private, confidential, and legally 
privileged information intended solely for the. use of the addressee. If the reader o-f this 
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received 
this in error, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any other 
action in reliance on the information transmitted. Unauthorized use of information contained 
therein is subject to enforcement action under Federal laws and regulations: Contains 
information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a). 

-----Original Message-----
From: Carraway, Melvin [mailto:Melvin.Carraway@dhs.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:25 AM 
To: Soule, Greg; Burche, Daniel; Carraway, Melvin; Melendez, Nico; Lee, Kristin; Payne, 
Sterling; Maccario, Carl 
Cc: Miyamoto, Stanford; Johnson, Scott T; Whitaker, Eugene; Adams, Eugene; Mclaughlin, Chris 
L; Lenihan, John; Davis, Ann 
Subject: RE: Questions about TSA Honolulu - SPOT 

HNL will be putting together data points as much as is available as well. Also HNL will 
provide any historical background on the BDO program there to including the current status. 
HNL will provide this information by Thursday. mel 

-----Original Message---- -----------. 
From: Soule, Greg [mailto._l1_� _______ _, 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 11:19 AM 
To: Burche, Daniel; Carraway, Melvin; Melendez, Nico; Lee, Kristin; Payne, Sterling; 
Maccario, Car·l 
Cc: Miyamoto, Stanford; Johnson, Scott T; Whitaker, Eugene; Adams, Eugene; McLaughlin, Chris 
L; Lenihan, John; Davis, Ann 
Subject: Re: Questions about TSA Honolulu - SPOT 

Thanks Dan. Appreciate it. 

Greg Soule 
TSA Public Affairs 
Greg.�JJe@dhs aov 
Cell: IPI"' .__ _____ _ 

Cc: Mi amoto, Stanford mm' 
McLaughl n, C ris L 
Sent: Tue Aug 16 13:18:32 2011 

Lenihan, 

? 

Payne, sterling 
Maccario, Carl 

Melendez, 
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Subject: Re: Questions about TSA Honolulu - SPOT 

Spoke to Mel and left a VM for Greg. We will pull what is avail in PMIS by COB tomorrow. We 
do not track by nationality. HNL arrests tend to fall into 2 areas, illegal and drugs. 
However if the behaviors are there then they are there 

----- Original Mess�a�·�e,__ ______ _, 
From: Soule, Greg .._'-''-...===============----
To: Carrawa Melvin 
Kristin 1 nl46• ; ayne, 

· Melendez Nico J1'"1t1 
•)\ti �· ..:.M:.!!a�c:.::c:.::a�r..=i� o.i.., ...;C::.:a:::.:r�l�========.-----..---' 

'" a l; Lee, 
Burche, Daniel 

Cc: Miyamoto, Stanford f• ' ) �; Johnson. Scott T l,u11i1 I; Whitaker, Eu�ene <TSA OCC> J1�tJ-1-.---:--:::::;:=:::=:�l ;�A:::;d:.,::a:.::.m::s..!'---. 
Eugene; McLaughlin, Chris l�0_1_t'-----=--- ---�--h Lenihan, J ohn i_b _11_6 } ________________ _ 
Sent: Tue Aug 16 12:14:21 2011 
Subject: RE: Questions about TSA Honolulu - SPOT 

Thanks Mel. From our perspective, it would be helpful to have all the facts internally, to 
assist in formulating our response. I've CC'ed the SPOT program folks to assist. 

Many of the questions below would be referred to law enforcement or answered through FOIA; 
however, given how newsworthy the al:egations are, we want to be prepared as best as possible 
before recommending a response. 

Has there been an internal investigation? 

Thank you, 
Greg Soule 
Transportation Security Administration 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Public Affairs 
Desk: 571-227� 
-----Original Message-----
From: Carraway, Melvin [mailto Lli L_..__��-�,�c,.....��0 __,,J 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 11�45 AM 
To: Melendez, Nico; Lee, Kristin; Payne, Sterling; Soule, Greg 
Cc: Miyamoto, Stanford; Johnson, Scott Tj Whitaker, Eugene <TSA OCC>; Adams, Eugene 
Subject: RE: Questions about TSA Honolulu 

All, 

(0)(5) 

3 
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It appears he is not fully convinced whether this is a story about HNL or the BDO program. 
Mel 

-----Original Message----
From: MelendezJ Nico 
Sent: Tues day , �ugust 16, 2011 7:24 AP-. 
To : 11 l\.IJI I; Payne, Sterling; 
Cc: Miyamoto, Stanford; Carraway, Melvin 
Subject: FW: Questions about TSA- Honolulu 

Pretty significant accusations from HNL TSA staff and represented to me from an investigative 
reporter. He 's not O \p.L....J�IJ.LL...t.J.Lt:.....1LLl..L-Ul.d.::!.--<11�:.i::.u-1..Ju.....11u..M:.c:....u=-<1.la-111J.1.1...u.....L.UJw::....�-1.1.1.:.i....t:..::i..::.cC1.1.,;.1L.....JL..U..�:.1..-..... 
some kind of answer. (b)( S i 
tb)(6) 
'--------------------' Will keep you advised of 
information as I receive it and submit answer/answers for approval. 

Nico 

Nico Melendez, MPA 
TSA Public Affairs Manager 
California-Arizona-Hawaii 

(b\(6) 
0: 909-472 c: 1'1 .-. 
E: .__�������___. 

3401 Centrelake Drive 
Suite 625 
OntarioJ California 91761 

-----Original Message-----
From: prvs=201ee3fe7=kgkerr@kitv.com on behalf of Kerr; Keoki R 
Sent: Mon 8/15/2011 4:08 PM 
To: Melendez, Nico 
Subject: Questions about TSA Honolulu 

Dear Mr. Melendez: 

Please find a list of questions about various operations, allegationsJ statistics and other 
information regarding the Transportation Security Administration office at Honolulu 
Internati-0nal Airport. 

When did the behavior detection officer program begin at HNL TSA? 

Since the BDO program started at HNL TSA, how many foreign nationals have been arrested after 
being stopped by BDOs at HNL? 

4 
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What's the country-by-country breakdown of all of those illegal aliens arreste d through cases 
initiated by BDOs at HNL since the BDO program began in Honolulu? (Example: Mexico . 70 
arrests, China . 5 arrests, 
etc.) 

Can you explairt why so many Mexicans hav� been arrested in Honolulu, compared to people from 
other countries? 

Why are. two BDOs, fb1111� I and('h' responsible for nearly all of the arrests of 
Mexicans in Honolulu? (Co-workers refer to them as the "Mexi cutioners . " ) Is this true? 

.Some TSA employees complain those two BDOs are guilty of racial profiling, and it's well 
known they target Mexicans, invent ing suspicious behaviors to justify pulling them in for 
extr'a scrutiny. How do you respond to th'ese allegations? 

TSA employees also complain managers know about the frequency of the arrest of Mexicans, 
since managers review arrest paper-work; but employees say managers "look the other way" 
because "all they care about is numbers" of arrests , not why people are arrested or whether 
they actually pose a threat to aircraft or passengers and crew. What's your response to 
these allegations? 

TSA employees also say when two BDOs,ji Jandl111 -1 I. were caught sleeping on the 
overnight shift at HNL several years ago) they were never disci plined . Instead fixing the 
problem, TSA employees say the TSA simply eliminated the overnight shift of BDOs about t1110 
years ago. Is this tr�e? Why was the overnight shift eliminated? 

BDol• " a former Honolulu police officer; boasted of a fl'iend who worked at 
the Drug Enforcement Administration who would tip him off to potential drug runners. Dur'ing 
his work as a BDO officer, he found nearly $1 million in cash that was seized from 
passengers, far more than any other BDO, and he won awards from the DEA and the TSA for his 
work. But his cash finding skills seemed to stop when his friend with the DEA moved away. 
Is this proper use of the BDO program, that ' s supposed . to detect terrorists? 

HNL TSA managers claim that the BDO program is not driven by arrests or referrals to other 
federal agencies, but employees want to know why such referrals and arrests are needed to 
receive a positive work evaluation? 

Do TSA behavior' detection officers have specific training to address cultural sensitivity and 
civil rights , specific to their work duties, so they are discouraged from automatically 
targeting one e thnicity or people whose skin is a certain color ? 

5 
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What is the breakdown of the ethnic background of the BDOs working at HNL? (For example . 20% 
Caucasian, 40% Asian, 20% Pacific Islander, 10% Hispanic, etc.) 

How many EEO complaints have been filed by HNL TSA employees against fellow HNL TSA employees 
in each of the following years: 2009, 2010, 
2011 (this year so far)? 

How many EEO complaints have been filed by HNL TSA employees against HNL TSA managers 
(including lead screeners, supervisors, screening managers, and upper-echelon management like 
AFSDs, DFSDs, FSD, et al) in each of the following years: 2009, 2010, 2011 (this year so 
far) ? 

How many sexual harassment complaints (a subset of EEO complaints) have been filed by HNL TSA 
employees against fellow HNL TSA employees in each of the following years: 2009, 2010, 2011 
(this year so far)? 

How many sexual harassment complaints (a subset· of EEO complaints) have been filed by HNL TSA 
employees against HNL TSA managers (including lead screeners, supervisors, screening 
managers, and upper-echelon management like AFSDs, DFSDs, FSD, et al) in each of the 
following years: 2009, 2010, 2011 (this year so far)? 

Does the TSA feel there's a morale problem among TSA employees at HNL? 

What's being done to improve morale at TSA HNL? 

Thank you for your time, 
Keoki Kerr 

KITV 4 Ne�oJs 

(808) 223-7962 
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Okinaka, Cy 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: Subject: 

Miyamoto, Stanford 
Tuesday, August 30, 2011 12:34 PM 
SMITH, PATRICK M.; Bean, Jeanette; Okinaka, Cy; Byrnes, Kevin R; Chong Tim, Dana 
Wiles, Richard; Whitaker, Eugene <TSA OCC>; Carraway, Melvin ; Couts, Dave 
OHS OIG Audit 

Per DHS OIG Audit Manager, Christy Haynes: 

• Team will be here from Monday, September 12th thru Thursday, September 22nd. There w ill be an in brief and 
out brief session ..... team may be back in Oct/Nov as required. 

• Details of the audit requirements will be provided by separate email ..... they will also look at the BDO program 
and EEO complaints. 

Stanford N. Miyamoto 
Assistant Area Director 
Pacific Islands (Hawaii, Guam, Saipan, American Samoa) 
300 Ala Moana Blvd., #8-153 
Honolulu, HI 96850 
lh 1 lcell 
808 541 3329 fax 

WARNING: This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain private, confidential, and legally privileged information int.ended solely for the use of the 
addressee. If the reader of this message is not the Intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, 
use or copying of this :iiessage Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, you are advised that you may not disclose, 
copy, distribute or take any other action in reliance on the Information transmitted. Unauthorized use of Information contained 
therein is subject to enforcement action under Federal laws and regulations: Contains Information controlled under the Privacy Act 
of 1974 (5 U.s.c. 552a). 
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Okinaka, Cy 
From: Miyamoto, Stanford 
Sent: Thursday, September 011 2011 10: 1 8 AM 
To: 
Cc: 

SMlTH, PATRICK M; Bean, Jeanette; Chong Tim, Dana; Okinaka, Cy; Byrnes, Kevin R 
Wiles, Richard; Carraway, Melvin ; Couts, Dave Subject: FW: OHS·C>lG Audit Team 

FYI ...... we will discuss preparation for the visit at this afternoon's meeting ...... thanks. 

Stanford N. Miyamoto 
Assistant Area Director 
Pacific Islands (Hawaii, Guam, Saipan, American Samoa) 
300 Ala Moana Blvd., #8-153 

ol lu 6850 
ell 

..,,.,..� ...... ,,.,3""'2�9·f ·'ax 

WARNING: This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain private, confidential, and legally privileged information Intended solely for the use of the 
addressee. If the reader of this message Is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, 
ose or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, you are advised that you may not disclose, 
copy, distribute or take any other action fn reliance on the information transmitted. Unauthorrzed use of Information contained 
therein is subject to enforcement action under Federal laws and regulations; Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act 
of 1974 (5 U.S.C. SS2a). 

From: Priestman, Gwendolyn [mallto ... ft_, _________ __. 
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 9:26 AM 
To; Miyamoto, Stanford; SMITH, PATRICK M 
Cc: Leal, Enrique; King, Kevin; Haynes, Christine; O'Mal!ey, Patrick 
Subject: DHS-OIG Audit Team 

Good Morn ing FSD Miyamoto, 

Thank you for taking the time to speak with me this morning. As we discussed, I have attached a list of the 
current HNL TSA employees we would like to interview on Tuesday, September 13th and Wednesday, 
September 14th. The document is password protected to protect the identities of the individuals listed. A 
separate email with password will follow. Below, please find a brief overview of our aud it along with topics 
we would like to d iscuss during our visit and a list of items we would like to have available at our initial 
meeting on Monday, September lih. 

As discussed at the Initiation Meeting with TSA on August 2, 2011, the DHS Office of Inspector General is 

performing an audit of the Honolulu International Airport Management and Oversight of Screening 
Operations. We will conduct fieldwork at Honolulu International Airport from September 12 • 22, 2011. W e 
plan to begin with an opening meeting at approximately 8 AM on Monday, September 12. At this m eeting, we 
can discuss our specific site visit objectives and work plan. 

1 
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The objective of our audit i s  to evaluate the management and oversight of screening operations at Honolulu 
International Airport. This audit will involve the review of training and performance records as well as 
interviews with TSOs, LTSO's, STSO's, TSM's, the airport's senior management, and other personnel as 
identified during our review. In addition to responding to the Congressional inquiry of the security failures at 
the airport, the team plans to perform preliminary data gathering based on allegations regarding the behavior 
detection officer (BDO) program and equal employment opportunity concerns at HNL. Th is added scope was 
at the request of the Assistant Administrator for Inspection. 

Topics we would like to discuss during our visit include : 

1. Current and historical management and oversight of screening operations at HNL; 
2. local train ing pol icies and procedures; 
3. TSO Staffing models and screening workload; 
4. Performance management, including annual performance evaluations and disciplinary actions; 
5. Local training process (concentrating on technical training) and record keeping; 
6. Behavior Detection Program at HNL and, 
7. Equa l: Employment Opportunity Program and reporting process at HNL. 

Please have the following items available for review on Monday, September 12: 

1. Local checked baggage screening and management oversight policies and procedures specific to 
Honolulu; 
2. Access to personnel files for all TSA employees to include: performance indicators, performance 

evaluations, filed complaints (if any}, discipl inary actions (if any} and any HNL specific training 

certificates; 
3. Training report for TSA Employees that shows technical training during the time period of 
January 2010 - August 2011; 
4. Access to training files for TSA Employees; 
S. Management reports on passenger and baggage through put for HNL during the time period of 
January 2010 - August 2011; 
6. Checked baggage screening equipment inventory listing and diagrams (by lobby or terminal 

area) from Jan uary 2010 through present; 
7. Management Reports or Mitigation Requests submitted (approved or disapproved) during the 
time period of January 2010 - August 2011; 
8. List of current HNL Behavior Detection Officers and their schedules for the weeks of September 
12th and September 19th, 2011; 
9. Management Reports on BOO Program (Includ ing number of passengers detained, questions, 

released, biogrnph!r. information on rasseneers rlP.��lMr:!. in<::id�nt re�orts filed hasen on Rn.o 
activity) and, 

10. Number and details of EEO complaints filed by H N L  TSA employees against HNL TSA employees 
or management from January 2009 through August 2011. 

Please contact Audit Manager Christine Haynes] t.J, 1 .IAuditor·ln-Charge Kevin King,f ... _1 ____ _. 
or me if vou have any questions or concerns. We appreciate your cooperation. 

Gwen 

Gwendolyn D. Pricstman 
2 
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Program Analyst 
Departmenl of Homeland Security 
Office of I s ector General 
Otlice: ...._--..------------. Blackberry: ------

� Please consider the environment before printing this message. 

3 
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Okinaka, Cy 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

FSD staff, 

r:·. I I hursday, August 25, 2011 3:55 PM 
Miyamoto, Stanford; Okinaka, Cy 
Wiles, Richard 
360 Follow up 

Please read my below responses (emal! strlng); our team member forwarded copies to all STSMs. 

Please consult with our STSM team to address any issue(s) that are not listed that require immediate follow-up. 

Cy, 

I will meet with you tomorrow after the last 360 meeting with our team ; where we can discuss any corrective action 
planning, and/or fol!ow up items that may provide assistance w!th. 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. Alf content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in how the information contained Within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. rl\Sl 
Transportation Security Manager 
Behavior Detection Officer 

This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privi leged information. If the reader of this message Is 
not the intended rec'ipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Conta ins information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (S U.S.C. SS2a)." 

1 
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, , tt Roque,..._������������������������������_. 
· Subject: RE: BDO PowerPolnt for 360 Meeting 

BOO team, 

We appreciate you sharing the PowerPoint with your STSM management team (although not required); it looks like the 

team did a good Job collaboratively re·lntroducing issues that deserve resolution. Please don't think that the PP list is 
final and inclusive. Any BOO may continue to work with the FSD staff, EMG, ICMS, EAC, etc on any issue applicable and 
relevant to the particular function, duties, and responsibilities of that group or unit. Please continue to apprise 
management of all issues, concerns, suggestions, and feedback related to SPOT. You STSM team will work diligently to 
either resolve the issue, request intervention, or refer the inquiry to the appropriate responding official; if the item is a 
conflict of interest with your direct supervisor; then please take advantage of the supervisory notification procedures 
with the next responding management official. 

I will work with your management team and continue to follow up on all outstanding items on the PP slide and work 
with your supportive FSD staff in the resolution process. 

The following responses have been provided to assist the team with the current status of each concern, suggestion, or 
topic. 

1) The PCO Dress code standard has been developed by SPOT HQ and I do not have the authority to make the 
changes requested. 

2) We a lready put in an order a couple of weeks ago for a camera; the color scanner was disapproved last year. 
3) Our SPOT management team and SPOT HQ does not support the use of 511 pants; this distinctive and 

identifiable pants differentiates your uniform between you and the TSO; therefore creating a perception by the 
traveling public that your duties, responsibilities, title, etc; may be different. In essence BDOs may stand out. 

4) Bathroom repairs: IN progress 
5) Water Situation: STSMs will periodically check on the progress with FSD staff 
6) Promotion Date discrepancy: AFSD Okinaka has been notlfled and is consulting with FSD Miyamoto on a f!nal 

resolution. 
7) BDOs do have growth potential and "chance for advancement." When promotion opportunities are available; 

BDOs and others who qualify may compete or qualify for in band promotion processes. 

Thanks again 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. All content is meant to be 
Viewed by the recipients in the initial distributfon, internalized, and acted upon accordingfy Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in now the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. 

11oa61 I 
Transportation Security Manager 
Betiavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Secu,rity Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Ho 

.. 19 
Ph. (I• t 
Office:· 808-'831 10 � 
Facsimile: 608-831-4619 
E-mail: l._1 _" ______ __, 
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This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged Information. If the reader of this message is 
no't the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply Immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.5.C. 552a).11 

IJJI< Okinaka 

Subject: BOO PowerPoint for 360 Meeting 

« File: B.DO Schedule Proposal 2011 rev.ppsx » 

Hi All, 

Attached is the PowerPoint that we used for the 360 Meeting that was held at 1230, on Thursday, August 25, 201 1 It has 
schedule proposals that the T,F,S RDO AM and PM shifts put together. ljk you and Have a good day, 

NO Tc: This email message Is not for reprint or rsdistributlon unless specificafly instructed. All content Is meant to be 
viewed by t�e recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in how the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. 

�faster Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Ho I .. 81 9  
Ph.,,_" ____ ,......._, 
Office: 808-831 11 ' 
Facsimile: 808-831-461 9 
E-mail:l.._'t>-�1_"'-----------' 

This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing· electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of thi& message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 
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"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)." 
WARNING� This communication, along ·with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
c.ommunications and may contain private, confidential, and legally privileged infonnation intended solely for the use of the addre.ssee. 
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are here-by notified that any dissemination, distribution, use Qr copying 
of this message is strictly prohibited. lfyou have received this in error, you are advised that you may not disclose, copy, distribute or 
take imy other action in reliance on the infonnation transmitted. Unauthorized use of information contained therein is subject to 
enforcement action under Federal laws and regulations: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 
Slla). 
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EUGENE B. (BERNIE) WHITAKER 
TSA Supervisory Attorney - Pacific Rim 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 

300 Ala Moana Blvd. Suite 8-153 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850 

Ph: (808) 227-l<b)(lj} I 
Fax: (808) 541-3329 

E-mail: j ,_<b_J(6_) ________ ..., 

TO: Deputy FSD Abrieu 

FROM: Eugene B. (Bernie) Whitaker 
Supervisory Attorney Advisor 

Transportation Security Administration 

RE: .... r_)t6_> __ ___, 

November 28, 20 1 1  

You asked, how we arrive at our present location. Good question. Short 
question , but I am afraid the answer is long:. 

• May 1 8. ,  201 1 - BDo._rK_61 _ __,lprovides urine 

• Jine 6, 201 1 - Test psoitve for cocaine metablo!ite 

• June 12, 201 1 - MRO attempt to contad1 b)(G) �o ask if he has any 
defense or wants a split specimen, they cannot reach re) ps on leave) 

• June 13, 201 1 - MRO reports out positive cocaine urninalysis without 
talking to r61 I 

"' June 1 5 ,  201 1 - MRO discovers how they miss .... r_61 _ __,lcontacted an� 
wants split specimen test 

• June 20, 201 1 - MRO reports positve in split specimen 

8 June 22, 201 1  - HNL drafts the one-step removal action to serve on BDO 
Yasana and ready to serve 

• June 22- July 5, 201 1 -... r1_(6>_. _ _,lcalls in sick many time 

Rosemary.Law
Text Box
(b)(6)
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• July 5, 201 1 -� (stil sick) drops of a list of his medication he 
believes could�used positive result (remember we have not served . 

f° Kot coursef:)hould have thought of this when the MRO called 
on June 1 5 ,  201 1 }. 

• July 5, 201 1 - HNL sends list to MRO to make sure these meds do not 
cause a positive for cocaine 

• July 14, 201 1  - MRO confirms the listed tneds will not yield positive 
specimen for cocaine 

• July 19, 201 1  - Before we can get a written opinon from MRo . .,..r_(" _ __, 
submits two more drugs he forgot to send the first time. These too are 
sent to MRO 

• July 21,  201 1 - MRO confrims the two drugs will not cause positive result 

• July 2 1  201 1 �t '.ilth>f> 
h.t5r '11Kt1 I 

• July 28, 201 1  
-l'tlifi J served Notice of Proposed Removal complete 

with MRO statement; 

• August 1 ,  201 1 -f ' lhires attorney, request delay; 

• August 1 1 ,  201 1  �submits inca tea defense - complete with lab 
analysis of Inca te�er brings back from Peru. Diagnostic Lab 
Ser'u1ices reports cocaine detected in the tea. Sister gnd brother-in-!ai,v 
have statement they brought tea back in and did not know had cocaine. �eclares he drank the tea prior to giving urine specimen and did �know 'it had cocaine; 

• August 1 1 ,  201 1  - 1 contact MRO and provide information -{�'

1

5' 
r·, I ._ ____ ____. 
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I �, 
• 

• October 1 7, 20 1 1  - After reviewing all the evidence and talking tor .... '_· 1(.1 
_ 

__. 
our MRO says: " Drinking Inca Health Tea can produce a 
benzoylecgonine concentration of 430ng/ml of urine". That is what the 
science shows - it is possible. 

• October 1 8  - Nov 7, 201 1 - Discuss case with OCC (also l am on leave) 

• November s, 201 1 - _r_�0_' ���������-

• November 1 1 ,  201 1  - Propose LCA to rt., I attorney 
• November 1 2  201 1 - November 27 201 1  -r.°110 I 1�11•,1 

• November 28 20 1 1  
-fm15' 1 1'�5' 

l·.D�1 :-..i,tbJ \•l i  

/JS// 
Eugene B. Whitaker 
Supervisory TSA Field Counsel - Pacific Rim 

I 
! 
" 

!'' 
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From: Samaniego, Michael A ..._[-;:-ma:-:i::' l:""'t':o"1J•
-..
:6 ... ' ...... .--------_J 

Sent : Monday, September 08, 2008 1f ::4:i AM 
To ; Chong-Tim, Dana A 
Subject : Mexican Consulate transiting 
Importance: High 

Dana, 

Here is an email I received from l &Jd 
pertain fog to his alleged encount

�
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He claims to have been harassed and mistreated at a check point prior �o boarding 
his flight with two juveniles. The email does not go into specifics but he was 
really upset when he called me that same day. I ' d  be surprised if he didn't 
already file a complaint. The Consul General, fb>il.i I will be present 
tomorrow and any help you can provide to facilitate his transit would be very 
much appreciated. The departure from Honolulu will be on UA 74 to San Francisco 
at 1315.  I ' ll give you a call when we are at the ticket counter. It should be 
around 11 : 30-11 :45.  Lunch is on me. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

From: 
'"11 1 
...._ __ ,,,__ ___________________ ...... 

Sent: Wednesday , August 13, 2008 1 2 : 01 PM 
To: ' Samaniego, Michael A '  
c c :  I 10 
Subject :l ... 11�_1_r., _________________ _ 
Importance.: High 

Dear Mr. Samaniego : 
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I would like to inform you that bothf .. i. __ , ______ _,l and ""I _ ... _13• ______ _, 
departed to Mexico between the 7 and 8 of August . 

However, we did not board the American Airlines flight 28 Honolulu to San 
Francisco as planned, because it was cancelled. 

Later on August 7, at 7 : 25 pm we took the American Airlines flight 102 to Dallas 
the next day August 8, once we arrived to Dallas we departed to Mexico on the · 
American Airlines flight 433 to Mexico City. Attached, please find copy of 
boarding passes. 

I " !was placed w.ith his mother at our office in the International 
Airport in Mexico City around � : 00 PM. 

II• ' I . , s , continued his trip on the Mexicana Airlines flight 7927 at 
15:35 to Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas . Our office in Chiapas has confirmed that the 
minor has arrived and was received by his parents . 

On the other hand, I would like to inform you that at this point in time, I am 
discussing the situation that happened to me and the kids when we passed the 
revision at the check point number 4 at the Honolulu Airport, with our consultant 
Attorneys . for now, I am informing you that me and the kids were harassed and 
mistreated by TSA personnel . 

Thank you very much for all your support and professional courtesies . 

Please let me know if you need 3 formal letter from our Consulate General in San 
Francisco to close this cases. 

Cordially, 

Department of Legal Affairs 

Consulate General of Mexico 
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532 Folsom Street 
San Francisco� CA 94105 

tel l �-v------------
fax (415) 495-3971 

E -.mail : ... I'_· '_"_)------------
web: www. �ons ulmexsf. com <http://www . consulmexsf. com/> 
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CONSULADO HONORARIO DE MEXICO 
HONOLULU, HAWAI 
6282·A IBIS AVE. 
EWA BEACH, HI 96706 
TEL# (808) 499�2982 

PRESUNCION DE NACIONALIDAD 

Oerechos: Exento 

CONSULADO GENERAL DE MEXICO 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
532 FOLSOM ST. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105 
TEL# (415) 354-1700 

S £ C R-n-ARiA tJ i  
R � LACIONE'S EXTER IOR!l.S 

No.de Orden:0034 

• 
la suscrita, Encargada del Departamento de Protecci6n del Consulado Honorario de Mexico 
en Honolulu1 Hawaii, Estados Unidos de America, Depehdiente de\ Consulado General de 
Mexico en San Francisco, 

C E  R T I  F I  C A: 

mbre del 2009, se entrevist6 en esta Oficina Consular a_'r..._'-� 
ifest6 sec de naclonalldad rnex'.caoa je 31 aiios de edad, 

Por lo anterior se expide a1 interesado (a) el presente certificado con fotografia y media filiaci6n, con el 
fin de que las autoridades migratoiias en territorio nacional, qe conformidad con Ja legislacion 
-aplicable, auroricen su internaci6n a Mexico. Este documento es valido por 14 diai1. 

F1rma nueI a del titular 

Flfiaci6n: - .; - ·  

I"' I u J --���!1sul_�e Me��?�- ···-· ----· 
532 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Gallfomia 94105 

Telefono (415} 354-1700 www.sre.gol:>.mx/sanfrancisco 
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Type of Activity: 
l2SI Personal Interview 
0 Telephone Interview 
0Records Review 
D Other 

Activit or Interview of: 
0�16 

Sf NSITl"E SECURITY INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUM OF INTERVIEW 
OR ACTIVITY 

Date and Time: 

January 20, 2012 

Conducted by: 

SPOT Transportation Security Manager (STSM) 
Honolulu International Airport (HNL) 

Special Agent Edward Archuleta 
Special Agent Mark Fedorko 

Ph: P' II') I Location of Interview/Activity: 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
Office 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Honolulu, HI 96819 

Sub)ecnv'Jatter/Remarks 
····· ·--------------' 

On January 20, 2012, the TSA, Office of Inspection (001) interviewed STSM rxo I at the 
Honolulu International Airport (HNL). STSM Bush provided 001 with 1 1  attachments and stated in 
substance the following information: 

'? She has been the STSM for the Screening Passengers by Observational Techniques (SPOT) 
program in HNL since April of 2007. 

· 

..-,-, ------. >- On August 24, 201 1 ,  she was notified by Behavior Detection Officer (BD0�11111 I 
that he had concern�ed racial profiling being conducted by BDOl''H10 I 

? She instructed BDO�to send her an email with all the details of the SPOT referrals to 
include behavior observations and analysis {see attachment #1 ). 

? ��igned STSM 0 C!CJ to conduct a fact finding inquiry into the allegation by BOO c___J and immediately notified HNL Assistant Federal Security Director of Screening 
(AFSD-S) Cy Okinaka of the allegation. 

';;> She provided AFSD-S Okinaka with recommendations (see attachment #2). 

Case Number Case Title: 

M-1 2-0755 BOO Practices at HNL 
Revised Febru<1ry 28, 2006 

§EF4Sii IV t, :st@Rli ! lJPORiff1\ff<!Jlfl!"Oft Of1!!CL'!::t f:J!!fl 5PiM 

(Re.vised 12-15-08) 
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MEMORANDUM OF INTERVIEW OR ACTIVITY (continuation sheet) 
);> STSM 1!!£2:lcompleted and submitted a report of the findings to AFSD-S Okinaka. 

Contained within the report 800f" 0 !amended his responses and rescinded his profiling 
allegation (see attachment #3). 

� As a response to media inquiry, Federal Security Director (FSD) Stanford Miyamoto assigned 
Deputy Federal Security Director (DFSD) Frank "Mike" Abreu to conduct an official inquiry. 

;.. She was instructed to conduct observational audits, both covert and overt, and assessed the 
job knowledge of the BDOs through test scores (see attachment #4). 

)> She reviewed statistical data of SPOT BOO referrals and incident reports in an attempt to 
identify anomalies and discrepancies without success (see attachment #5). 

� She reviewed the Online Learning Center (OLC) status reports for her assigned BDOs (see 
attachment #6). 

)- She reviewed a report from the SPOT Headquarters Division Director; Daniel Burche, 
detailing observations observed during a covert visit to HNL from September 19-26, 201 1 .  
The report indicated that at no time did the team see any possible misconduct related to 
particular ethnic groups (see attachment #7). 

'Y The TSA management at HNL determined there was no evidence to su ort allegations of 
racial profiling by the HNL BOO team to include f(l1il I and r �6l ......_ __ ...., ? She believed the allegg_ti,on of racial profiling had stemmEfd.Jrom.a.ru:0.1.u;o isgruntled 
employees, to includeL_ I andL' J that had received 
previous corrective and/or disciplinary actions. 

� She believed the above employees are the same officers that have sent anonymous emails to 
TSA accusing her and other HNL STSMs of harassment and hostile work environment. 

)- She was notified by DAFSD-S Cy Okinaka that her name was being displayed in film 
e isodes executively produced byl'1"' 1 I Her name was referenced as ..,.llb-11.-·s·--ibh5l (see attachment #8). 

;. Sometime last year, she contacted the KITV news and stated she hadl1.., Ion the line 
waiting to speak to news reporter Keoki Kerr. She was transferred�ndividllal, she could 
not positively identify as that being Kerr, whom stated to her, "Hey,L!-J how are you doing." 

� The HNL news broadcasted that HNL BDOs do not have a midnight shift and that BDOs are 
supposed to mingle With passengers in line TSA checkpoint and see if they exhibit nervous . 
behaviors (see attachment #9). 

-,,. She indicative the above information and interpretation of the walk the line process are in the 
SPOT Standard Operatin�r9cedure syction 3.6 and are SSI (see attachment #10). 

� She has no information of F'< == : J using outside information from a friend at Druf 
Enforcement Administration DEA). 

'? She has reviewed 1111is1 referrals resulting in money seizures (see attachment #1 1 ). 
>- She has no knowledge of BDOs sleeping on the job. 

Case Number; Case Title: 
M-1 2-0755 BOO Practices at HNL 
Revised Febru�ry 28, 2006 

i:il}film4GP� ii\i'5WUi'''�fj'QP'l1 T'ONWOP OFF!crai 118f QQU Y 

(Revised 12-15-081 
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MEMORANDUM OF INTERVIEW OR ACTIVITY (continuation sheet) 
� SPOT BOO team members are encouraged and instructed routinely via briefings/email 

notifications to notify a manager of any concerns and/or issues related to policy and 
procedural violations. 

-,. She has not been notified of susµected drug. use by any m�mbers Jftbe I]A workforce, 
aside from being notified by DAFSD-S Okinaka that STSM!1• . _11 · _had tested 
pos itive for cocaine. She has observed thatl" !periodically exemplifies cognitive 
challenges with receiving direction and/or d ifficulties in comprehending supervisory �ctions. 

� c=J provided a sworn statement which is attached to this Memorandum of Interview. 

Case Nu rnber: Case Title: 
M-12-0755 BOO Practices at HNL 
Revised February 28, 2006 

3£1431 I I \J F� SlLURI 1 I ifQFORihA I l01<fFOR OFFtl.IAL USE OHL i 

(Revised 12-1 S-08) 
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SWORN STATEMENT 
Transportation 
Security 
Administration 

, having been duly sworn, ht.:rd-1y make the following statement lo '-���������-t--���· 

M, fCDO R !?Q trJJO G:. ARCH U / f1 A who has been identified lo me as a federal h1w enforcement officer and special 

agent with the Transportation Security Administration, Office of Inspection. J am making this statement of my own free wil I, 

without any duress or coercion. 

f have read this enlirc statement cnn�isting of j_ pages. I have been given lhe opportunity to make any corrections 
nec.cssary to make the statement accurate. All ofthe infonnation contained in tliis >t'<ttement is lrue and accurate to the best of 
my knowledge and belief. T understand that I may be prosecuted for perjury or making false statements ifl have intentionally 
misrepresented anything contained in this statement. r have not intentional! omiuecl anv information or knowh:d re J have 
that n:latcs lo the mailers under investigation or review. fo11S1 

Signed and sworn to before me, this [){) '1.:._liday of J If/\) i./ frf?-"/ . __ , 20 i 2.. . 

. . _::.��� 
- ---- ·-" - --

Witness 

Fom1 1NVD-S3 (Rev. 4/1/2007) 
Page 1 of _'-{ 
D 

. 11 sg!J�ge t'""""�-
Transportati n Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security_ 
Authority to administer oaths: 5 U.S.C. § 303 

j · 
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� !lt• ! ll3 �I�a�m;;..i..!----------------------------------------------------------....oio...... 

r·, 
The allegation ofracial profiling was first brough�ttention byl' � bn August 241\ 201 1. l l  was told to me by another BDO thatL.:_J had a work concern. I immediately 
asked j " I to meet with me in my office. l solicited infonnation with regard to the 
"unknown" com:em at the time, later identified as profiling; which he appeared reluctant to share 
with me. I reinforced my responsibility as an STSM to look into work concerns and instructed 

I l ho �his concern:; with me. At that time he verbally cornm�micated to me hi� concern 
o he believed her to be profiling.I tJ '0 !allegedly named! ' I in an 
email complaint that I instructed him to provide me with directly after our meeting. He was 
instructed him to send me an email with all the details of the SPOT referral to include behavior 
observation and analysis (see attachment I). I then assigned STSMDtn111'" llto conduct a fact �otft •.l' lconcem, in ad<lition to others involved with the SPOT referral 4 ,,,.,, I � - I then immediately notified my supervisor of the concern nnd provided my supervisor 
(AFSD-Screening) Cy Okinaka with recommendations (see attach e t 2). A repo11 fact finding 
report completed byl1m ,- l immediate supervisor (STSM l 1 · wa::; completed and hand 
delivered to AFSD-Okinaka (see attachment 3). The repo1t included 1 u updated 
responses �vhereas he amended his re.spon�e and rescinded his profiling concern (see attachment 

3). 
As a respon:;e to the media inquiry, PSD Miyumoto assigned DfSD Mikt: Abreu to conduct an 
official inquiry (please refer to his rcpoit/statement as needed for preliminary results), In 
addition, I also continued to perform observational audits (covert & overt), 1 re-assessed every 
officer's jvb knowlcdgt: test scores (:see allachment 4) in an attempt lo identify any anomalies 
and analy:-:ed statistical .data (SPOT BDO refeJTals/LEO incident reports for any discrepancies 
(Please see attachment 5-review LEO reports as needed). Also included later in the inquiry is 
OLC completion status reports for each HDO (See attachment 6). In addition to my documented 
n:quest of- 1) office of inspections visit, 2) an official inquiry and 3) SPOT standardization visit 
to my immediate supervisor Cy Okinaka (see attacluncnt 2 ), we also received a r1:port (see 
attachment 7) from Daniel 13urche, Division Director SPO HQ; after the recent media inquiry 
notifying us of a recent covert vis[t c.;ompleted at Ill\L. The overall ob:;ervatiuns included in the 
COVERT VfSTT J!ONOU.JU! !NTERNAT!ONAL REPORT (September 1 9th -26t11) referenced the 
following infonnalion : "At no time did the team see any possible misconduct related to 
particular ethnic groups." 

Our HNL management team, to inc lude my:self does not have any evidence that supports 
allegations of racial profiling after a thorough, comprehensive and measurable fact finding 
process. 111ere is also no evidence to su ort the al legations that any member of the HNL B 00 
team to indudcf"'1111 land \bH61 is targeting Hispanics/Mexicans indivcluals. I 
helieve we have disgruntled employees that are retaliating from a previous corrective and/or 
disciplinary action proceeding that involves each employee (UlH61 b requesting 

p o:� 1_, uf P LJ 
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D to have one employee removed due to an inappropriate rdationship in the 
workplace. (Inquiry on file-completed by ''' 1 in consultation with legal counsel). I 
believe these are the same officers that have sent anonymous emails to TSA accusing me and 
other SPOT managers of to include but not limited to harassment and hostile work cnvirorunent 
allegations. I believe these officers have a personal issue with me; I was put on notice by my 
su ervisor Cv Okinaka that my name is credited in a film episode executivcl produced b ' 

1 '11' ' (see attachment 8). This name references me as 10)161 ltli16l ." 
I interpret this information as harassment and workplace viulence m a il.lon to an mesponsible 
and a dd�.matory statement. 

The officers who I believe contacted the media with inaccurate, untrulhful , irresponsible and 
defamatory statements without pem1ission from TSA are:l1t 1'0· land 
e· I I In an effort to confirm my suspicions, I contactt:tl KITV news last year some 
time and requested to speak to Kcoki Kerr, I stated "I have I 1.•tt Ion the line waiting." My 

call was transferred and someone responded (I was not able to positivdy icfontify this persons 
voice as Kcoki Kerr) "hcyE:) how are you doing." I immediately terminated the phone call . 

They an; all in violation of ISA policy and are responsible and accolmtablc for providing the 
media (Keoki Kerr, KITV news) with standard operating procedural information and/or SSI to 
the public. It was. broadcasted on the m:ws that "BDOs do not have a midnight shift (see 
attacluncnt 9); this is a security vulnerability because the SPOT schedules and work assignments 
are sensitive security infom1ation. The public is now (per KITV news/Newspaper articles & 
literature/ABC news) aware that behavior detection officers are not working midnight shifts 
which create a security vulnerability for terrorist and other potential c1iminals to effectively 
cxccllte pro-operational planning and surveillance. In addition to the above specified info1mation 
that was shared with the news media, it is published in recent news articles that "BDOs are 
supposed to mingle with passengers in line at TSA checkpoint and see if the exhibit nervous 
behavior (see atraclm1ent 9). '' This statement includes indicative information and interpretation 
of our walk the line process -SPOT SOP 3.6 (see attachment 1 0). T believe these individuals 
shared our 8Sl SPOT policy wilh the media. 

I do not have any evidence to suppo1t the allegation o fl ''; l"using outside infom1ation 
from a friend at DE:A to repeatedly stop people suspected of carrying large of amounts of cash." 
It has been verifie<l through his LEO incident reports (please review as needed) tbatl11' ' I 
uses SPOT observation and analysis and/or BOLO broadcasts from the Honolulu Coordination 
Center !or fllf POI ryerrals a

,
nd/or Leo notifica�ions. I �ave included a statistical distribution 

chart ot all_ _LEO relerrals for your review that involve mom:y (st:e attaclunent 1 1  ). 
I Jo not have any evidence to support the allegation that SPOT BDOs are "sleeping" on the job; 
At no rime were any I3D0s observed, "caught" or issued corrective and/or d isciplined for 
"sleepi ng on the job." This is another false allegation that r believe has been fabricated by 
I"'' I EJ 
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Dur SPOT BDO team is encouraged and instructed routinely via briefings/email nolification to 

notify a manager of any concerns and/or issues related to policy and procedural violations. 

Every officer, to include the STSM management team has been briefed and educated on 

immediate supervisory notification requirements. I have not been notified or suspected drug use 

of any type or form of i llegal substances use by any member of the ISA workforce to include the 

SPOT BDO team. I was notified by Cy Okinaka andl1 i<ln I thatl11 1111 �cstcd positive for 

Cocaine during a random drug screening test performed at ISA HNL. Please request for the 
time line, investigational report and outcome (SMART AGREEMENT) from DFSD M Abreu. I 
was not involved with this investigation and did not participate in any of the decision-making 

rocesses and/or meetings. Prior to the notification, I did not have any reasonable suspicion that 
l('J was on any type or fom1 of illegal narcotic and/or drug. I ,lu l periodically 

exemplifies cognitive challenges with receiving direction and/or difficulties in comprehending 

supervisory instructions. He received mentorship and guidance as needed to com�ct this issue. I 
am uncertain who ma be able to provide more info11nation with this case. I " JshareJ 
with me that "10 1 is a good friend orl \lu I and that he bought I bll• · I daughter a 

gold pendant when he attended! itr•) jdaughters exclusive graduation party some time last 
year.LI 

aI L� D 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: Cc: 
Subject: 

As per our discussion please respond to all questions listed below and provide any information you feel Is 
needed. I have added some question to reflect the information you provided to me verbally during are meeting today. 

Thank you. 

1. Have you every observed any BDO not following the SPOT SOP? 

No; however, I fee l that some behaviors are miss fnterpel"tated, over assessed and/or over aggressive. 

2. Please. list all behavio rs you observed on 8/11/2011 that lead to a SPOT referral? 

20-40, excessive fidgeting, late 

3 .  Ple ase list all behavior that only you observed on 8/11/2011? 

None 

4. Have you ever observed or have knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer 
individuals at any time? If Yes please explain the event and your evidence/proof. 

On August 11, 2011, I was working at the lnterisland Term inal, Checkpoint 1, with BOO�,,�,,. land�J _11_&_� 
� After conducting two SPOT referrals @ 0550 @ Checkpoint 1 Lane 4, we walked over to the Hawaiian Airli nes 

lobby area to conduct our SPOT After-Action. Whi le walking through the f-l awailan Ai rljnes Lobby I noticed a male 

p;issenger of Mexic;:in descent, speaking in Spanish on his cell phone. As B D��and I sat down, I observed 

the p assengef apprrc h the Hawaii<m Airlines ticketing counter. /\s we started our SPOT After-Action of our recent SPOT 
fef,:?rral, BOO 1 '110 stated words to the effect of, "Let's hold off on the After-Action for now, I'll be right back.'' 800 

E:Jrhen headed to the Checkpoint. At this point, I told BDO�o observe and to continue observing the 
passenGer currently at the Htlwaiian Airlines ticketing counter. I asked BD�1f he observed any behaviors on the 
oassenger. UDO�replied, "No, J don't see ar-ything.'' I replied, " I don't see anything either." I instructed BOO 

,_. _ _, to continue observing the passenger, and we' II inform each other once we noticed any behaviors. I told BDO 
' 101 words to the effect of, ''I'm going to call this play by p lay T · ·s what's going to happen. Once this passenger 
heads to the checkpoint, I'm going to receive a phone call fr 1 b stating that she has a referral.'' I then told BDO 

It rll• I'� ls going to refer this guy, just watch." BOO I ., and I continued to observe the passenger as h� 
approached the checkpoint. Once re �ysenger got to the checkooint, I received il phone call from soor::Jstatlng 
that she had a referral. I told BOO Hil• "I told you. c::::1Dctn't tell us who the referral was yet, but� it'll be 
him.'' As BDO�and I entered the checkpoint, BDO� identified tile same passenger that BDO[.::

_
Jind I 

were ob<;erving as the referral. 

5. Do you have any knowledge of anyone including Race, Religion, or Eth nicity to establish their environmental 

Baseline? 

6. 

No 

Do you fee l that you can bring concerns about any issues to management? 

1 

' ; 
L. 
' 

·. 1 . , : :  

·;,�, :. � d 1 ' '· . 
.. 
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Yes 

7.  Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being calculated that have not been 
observed? 

No 

8. Do you nave an knowledge of unethical behavior or illegal activity being conducted at HNL7 

No 

9. Do you have any knowledge of Profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL? 

No, I don1t know for sure. It's just a feeling. 

Please explain your answer. Explain ifc:Jrefers all of a certain nationality and wtiat nationality and explain. 
' 

No, She doe! not refer all Mexicans just �ome. 

If not all of the part icula r nationality is referred please explaln why? 

J notice she tends to refer the Mexkans that look illegal. 

What is the common appearance of the 1ndivlduals you described possibly? 

These question below are in refere nce to the time period when you, BO� and BDO�where in Hawaiia11 
Lobby and rn the SPOT referral process for the SPOT referra l at 615 AM. 

10. For the SPOT referral at 615 AM did you observe any of the behaviors assessed? 

No 

11. When the behavior where observed by sooEJ ;n the Lobby did you have constant and continuous 
observation of the passenger rit the same time as BDct::::::} 

Nn 

12. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed at certain times and locations did you have constant and 
continuous observation of the passenger at that times? Please explain? 

No 

13. Were you at the Checkpoint when the behaviors in  the queuing line or TDC observed? 

No 

14. Please explain your conversation with aooO in the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your Interpretation of 
what was said and that transr:iired? 

2 

. " 

I 
' !  

I �; 
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I told BD � o observe and to continue obsetving the passenger currently at the Hawaiian Airlines'tk:keting 
counter. I asked BDO 1 1 if h� observed any behaviors on the passenger. BOOE::) replied, "No, I don't see 
anything." I replied, " I don't see anyth ing either." I instructed BDO !I.Hill• to continue observing the passenger, and 
we'll inform each other once we noticed any behaviors. I told BDO ("' 11 words to the effect of, "I'm going to can this 
play by pla . This is what's goirig to happen. Once this passenger heads to the checkpoint, I'm going to receive a phone 
call from 11" stating that she has i:I referr<tl." I then told BOOE::) t::J1s going to refer this guy, just watch." 
BD (' nd 1 continued to observe the pj5se ngr as he approached the check.point. Once the passenger got to the 
checkpoint, l received a phone call from BOO itix . i stati ng that she had a referral. I told BD� "I told

. 

you . .b!:J 
d idn 't tell us who the referral was yet, but watch, it'll be him." As BDOfi?T']ind 1 entered the checkpoint, BDO L.:J 
identified the 5arne passenger that BDO�nd I were observing as the referral. 

15. Where any statements provided to you irresponsible or created a hosti le work environment? 

No 

16. At anytime did BD�r BDOc=Jmention the use of Race, Rellgion, or Ethnicity to refer the passengers 
that were referred on 8/11/2011 at 0615? 

No 
17. Please provide any concerns you have about all events that occurred on the day of 8/11/2011 or any time since 
you have been a BOO? 

Just concerns mentioned above. 

18. Oo you have any evidence of Profiling or use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity? Please explain? 

No, 1 just have a feeling that it's possibly happenine. I'm not 100% &ure or have any evidence. 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, intamafized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may conta in 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in l1ow the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with othor parties. 

I .�. 
Master Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 

C e ll : _'..''t J H on�r 111 Hawaii 96R19 
Office: 1' 1 I FacSil1) ile: 808-831-4619 
E -mail:!· " "11 ---���������___,, 
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 u.s.c. 55Zal." 

3 
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r::=J As per our discussion please respond to all questions listed below and provide any information you feel is 

needed. I have added some question to reflect the Information you provided to me verba lly during are meeting today. 

Thank you. 

1, Have you every observed any BOO not following the SPOT SOP? 
2. Please list aJI behaviors you observed on 8/11/2011 that lead to a SPOT referral? 

3. Please list all behavior that only you observed on 8/11/2011? 
4, Have you ever observed or  have knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer 

individuals at any time? If Yes please explain the event and your evidence/proof. 
S, Do you have any knowledge of anyone including Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to establish their environmental 

Basetine? 
6. Do you feel that you can bring concerns about any issues to management? 
7. Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being ca lculated that have not been 
observed? 

8. Do you h<:ive an knowledge of unethical behavior or illegal activlty being conducted at HNl? 
9. E!Jhave any knowledge of Profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL? Please explain your answer. 
Explain i f ' 111 refers all of a certain nationality and what nationality and explain. If not all of the particular nationality 

is referred please e.xplain why? What Is the common appearance ofthe individuals you described possibly? 

These question below are In reference to the time period when you, BOO� and B D O�whe re in Hawaiian 
Lobby and in the SPOT referral process fort he SPOT referral at 615 AM. 

10. For the SPOT referral at 615 AM did you observe any of the behaviors assessed? 
11. When the behavior where observed by soocs::J in the Lobby did you have constant and continuous 
observation of the passenger at the same time as BDO� 
12:. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed at certain times and locations did you have constant and 
continuous o bservation of the passenger at that times? Please e)(p!ain? 
13. Where you at the Checkpoint when the bdtav lor;; in the queuing line or TDC observed? 
14. Please explain your conversation with BD n 1 n the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your interpretation of 

what was said and that transpired? 
15.  Where any statements provided t[Jou lrp�sponsible or created a hostile work environment? 
16. At anytime did BD011EIJ or BDO JJW _.lmentJon the use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to refer the passengers 

that were referred on 8/11/2011 at 0615? 
17. Please provide any concerns you have about all events that occurred on the day of 8/11/2011 or any time since 
you have been a BDO? 
18. Do you have any evidence of Profiling or use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity? Please explain? 

Thank you and please have this statement completed before the end of your shift. Also this is a reminder as per our 
conversation this topic is not to be discussed with anyone but your STSMs. 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution Unless specifically instructed. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distnbution, internalized. and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
St-msitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in how the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parttes. 
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SPOT Transportation Security Manager 

Transportation Security Administration 

Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 

Ph. · •11111 
Office: 808-831 

ll 111 
Facsimile: 808-831-46 1 9  E-mail:I' " j 
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and l.egally privileged information. If the re.ader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 f S U.S.C. 552a) " 

5 
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VI ' 

From: Okinaka, Cy 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jfb1(61 
When you have a chan�e, can you provide me the ffnal report on your findings in regards to this case. Mahala. 

CY OKINAKA 
Acting Assistant Federal Security Director - Screening Operatio ns 

Transportation Security Administration 

HN L/PPG 
300 Rodgers Blvd., #45 
Hoholulu.� 19 

(808) 838� Business I 111" � Cellular 

�(b l�\ I 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 3:57 PM 
To: Okinaka, Cy 
Subject: FW: Follow up -8/22/11 

Cy, 

EJ As discussed; here is email. .. .  waiting on your direction. 

My recommendations as discussed: 

1) Official Inquiry 

2) Office of Inspections FORMAL 

3) Standardiz.ation team vlslt 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Ser;;;urity lnformatron, and recipients should use care in how the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. l(b\16\ 
Transportation Secu rity Manager 
Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 Ho�oJuJ1 J Hawaii 96j1 9 Ph�r '1 _ 
Office: BQ8-831€::ZJ 
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This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the Intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 u.s.c. 552a)." 

From�1"11t· I 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 9:27 AM 
To: hhM6\ I 
Subject: RE: Follow up -8/22/11 

� 
Thanks for taking some time to listen to my concerns about BDo)_,, ______ _.l Could you please look into my fo llowing concerns. 
My fi rst concern rega rding BDO� j s her observations and assessments of SPOT behaviors. I feel that BDOE] is 
assessing behaviors that contain the terms: excessive, repetitive, exaggerated and increased incorrectly. I a lso feel that 
BDO�s assessing behaviors when they don't meet the criteria. Examples are behaviors that are pertaining to: as 

the individual approaches the screening process , while undergoing screening, when individual requested to submit to 

screening procedures, undergo ing screening, when requested to submit to screening procedures and as the individual 
a roaches the screenin rocess. There's been times, when BDOt ... c_•m_-,_11_•--· '_9_r_, s._ .... _�_, �_•n _________ _. 

it •"il nd when the passenger comes to the checkpoint, �viors that was passed 

on was observed ...__ ______ ___. The�e's also been times, whlle working with BOO n the checkpoint 
where we're both watching the same individu3I in line, and she wo uld inform me that she got the following behaviors o n  
a particular individual, even though I was observing the same individual the entire time and didn't observe the 

behaviors. I honestly don't know the exact specifics, such as the dates of when these observations and/or referrals have 

taken place; however, I feel these incidents occur very o�en. I know that it all comes down to the individual's 
perception of the behaviors, but I feel that the behaviors that are being assessed are not the way we're trained to 
assess. 

My second concern that I have regardi ng BDO� is profiling. The following incident is an example. On August 11, 

2011, I was working at the Inter island Terminal , Checkpoint 1, with BO.Os I '" h ndli• iih• I After 
conducting two SPOT referrals @ OSSO @ Checkpoint 1 Lane 4, we walked over to the Hawaiian Airlines Lobby area to 

conduct our SPOT After-Action. While walking through the Hawaiian Ai�obby I noticed a male passenger of 
Mexican descent, speaking in Span ish on his cell phone. As BDO�L.:_jand I sat down, I observed the passenger �ach the Hawaiian Airlines ticketing coun-::er. As we started our SPOT After-Action of our recent SP,QI..JP.erral , BOO � stated words to the effect of, "Let's hold off on the After-Action for now, I'll be right back." BDO�then 

headed to the Checkpoint. At this point, I told BOO (b '61 o observe and to continue observing the passenger currently �awaiian Airlines ticketing counter. I asked BOO 10 if he observed any behaviors on the assen er. BDO �replied, "No, I do n't see anything." 1 replied, " I don't see anything either." I instructed BD 1011'1 to continue 
observing the passenger, and we'll inform each other once we noticed any behaviors. I told BO 11 1'')1 words to the 

effect of, "I'm going to call this play by play. This is what's going to happen. Once this passenger heads to,.th,h . 
checkpoint, I'm going to receive a pho ne call fro i>i t�i stating that she has a referral." I then told BDO� � 
is going to refer this guy, just watch." BDO " 0 and l continued to observe the passenger as he approached the 

2 
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checkpoint. Once �re pasr nger got to the checkpoint, I received a phone call from BOO� stating that she had a 
referral. I told BD , "I told you. �dn't tell us who the referral was yet, but� it' ll be him." As BDO 

Q:]and I e11tered the checkpoint, BDOc.:.Jidentified the same passenger that BDO�and I were observing as 
the referral. 

Another concern that�egarding BDOC]is when she passes on her referrals onto someone else. Recently, on  
August 18, 2011, BD�passed on 3 referrals to BDOI' iit.i I and I. Although BDoE:::lassessed all the 
behaviors on the passenger, she didn't come in on the referral and instead went on her lunch break. This is a concern 
because the entire BDO team was just recently briefed by management, that the BDO that observed the behaviors must 
be on the referral. 

The reason why I didn't notify management right away was because it was my first time being in that type of situation, 
where I had to bring concerns up to management and I was afraid of the outcome. I d idn't want anyone getting into any 
trouble, but it was my duty and obligation to do something about it. 

Thanks! ! !  

NOTE: This emai1 message is not for repr;nt or redistribution unless specifically instructed, All contenl is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in how the information contained within Is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. 

I . r 
Master Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Honol I H · ·  96 19 
Cell: ----........... --
Office: 808-831- :it• ! 
Facsimile: 808-831-4619 
E-mail! ... '_'°!l_h' ________ ____. 
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and· State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use o r  copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)." 

::--f1!> 1\bJ 
From:1 ------�:r·l"esdw 1111a11r) 23, 2011 s:o4 PM 

Subject: Follow up ·8/22/11 

Per our discussion; I had a meeting with you on 8/22/11 where you notified me of specific ·concerns that you have with 

fih'' lto include your perception of profi ling). 
3 
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Please respond to this email prior to SPOT deployment on 8/24/11; please state specifically all of the concerns that were 
addressed. I need specific dates, SPOT referrals, and the facts. Your response must include everything that we 

discussed to include any additional information that you may not have discussed with me and later recalled. 

Please also include the reason why you didn't notify management in  a timely manner ... I believe one of your responses 
were "you did not want to get her in trouble." Please explain. 

Thank you again for giving me the opportunity to look into this matter; I will assure you that your management team will 
work diligently to resolve this situation. 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in how the information contained within rs utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. 

in,>1(i1J 
Tr,ansportation Security Manager 
Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Ho .. �81 9 Ph,__ ____ ..._ 
Office: 808-831 -1 "-u' 
Facsimile: 808-831-461 9 
E-mail:I ..... _'_'- ______ __, 

This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. lf the reader of this message is 
not the intended rii!ciplent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message .is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlll:!d under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)." 

4 
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t-*-�\ Transportation 
t -� ;, Security '\.1 Administration 

DATE: 

TO: 

fROM: 

9/6/201 1 llb l(&l �' STSM 
.!::::::=::===::;-" 
_r_6 _�� TSM 

l!.S. De1iartmtnt of Homel�nd Security 
Hunoluh.1 lnternMtional Airport 

JOO Rodgcl"l' Boul�nrd, #4!1 
IIooolulu, HI 96819 

SUBJECT: Concerns/Findings/Conclusion/Recommendations - BDO � --- -- - ------ ---------
,,___, I have conducted a fact finding to ensure all SPOT SOP is being followed by BDO lh · 

I -
lwas accused of possihly profiling a person of Mexican decent on 8,� by BDO�---.... 

After careful research, fact finding, and reviewing the statements of BDO L_j an 
BDOlll •' lit is apparent that there is !!Q evidence to support the claims by BDO 1 o1 profiling. 

Attached arc copies of the management tools that the HNL STSM team Lttili.zes to ensw·e the 
SPOT SOP is followed: WTL memorandum, 201 1 BDO Proficiency Evaluation Checklists, STSM BDO 
Proficiency Evaluation Report 2010, SPOT Expert BDO-Master BDO Partnership Program 
Documentation, and Profiling fact finding & statements of BDOs present during possible incident. 

• Pro din fact finding & statements of BDOs present during possible incident: BDOj't '" 
and 1'' � explained in their statement that they have no evidence of profiling or use of r .... a-ce-,--' 
religion, or ethnicity by BDOE:] Attached below are all three (3) BDO statements. 

� _J __j "R� RcE)- 8112011 FWE::} Question 
Staterrent and QuestStaterrent and Questand Statcrrent for 08 

• WTL Memorandum of Record 5/12/2011: This memo was delivered by STSM � to 
provide BDO� with follow up instructions that she must conduct WTL in an, wibiascd, 
indiscriminate, unpredictable ma.'1.ller and enga e assengers with behaviors. This was 
completed after several observation by STSM lbi('5i here conducted and no appearance of 
profiling was observed when passengers of poss1 e Mexican Race approached. BDO� did 
not refer any passengers of possible Mexican Race or Nationality during the observation and 
during the observations severa1 possible pa.'>�engers of Mexican Race or Natibnality entered the 
Checkpoint. Please read the attached document. 

�Record � 5-1-2011. 

File: 1 1 00.4 Version 1 
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September o, 201 1 
Page 2 of 6 

Transportation 
Security 
Administration 

U.S. Department of Homeland Seturity 
Honolulu international Airport 
Honolulu. Hr 96819 

• 2011JUUU>roficienc�ation Checklists (PEC): These checklists were completed with 
BDO�by STSM �to ensure she is following the SPOT SOP and guidelines for 
environmental baseline which state Race, Religion, ethnicity, and disability cannot be used to 
t:stablish your baseline. BDO� performcd excellent during this time period and followed all 
SPOT SOP. 

BDO PEC is conducted every six (6) months the two (2) most recent hard copies are 
attached. (Electronic Copies not available) 

• STSM BDO Proficiency Evaluation Report 2010: Tn 2010 because of the deviation in h.igh 
and low SPOT referral amounts in the HNL SPOT AM team I created an SPOT management 
tool to ensure SPOT SOP was followed. I reviewed all SPOT SOP items, ensured understanding 
of behaviors, and perfo1med constant observations to ensure compliance. During this time 
period I was relived of my management administrative duties to be aole to work on the floor with 
the BDOs for 80 hours instead of 24 hours required by the SOP at a minimum per a pay period. 

BD0j(b'i(6)1 performed excellent during this time period and foJlowcd all SPOT SOP. Please 
read tFe-atta'ched docmnent. 

AM Shift SPOT BOO 
PROFrCIENCY EVA LU 

"' SPOT Expert BDO-Master BDO Partnership Program Documentation 201 1:  This was a 
Tool developed by the HNL STSMs to ensure all BDOs follow the SPOT SOP and receive the 
SPOT tools, resources, and proper mentorship. BDO Flores perfom1cd excellent during th.is time 
period and follO"wed all SPOT SOP. Please read the attached document. 

iJ•w !... :·,· ·=� -. ... .. .::� 
SPOT Expert 

BOO-Master 6DO Pai 

File: 1 100.4 
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Transportation 
Security 
Administration 

ll.S. De11attment of Homeland Security 
Honululu lnt,rnational Airport 
l:fonolulu, HI 96819 

September 6, 201 1 
Page 3 of6 

• Question asked to mnnageme11t: How do we cxplainr"'11' btatistical dc·vfation in 
comparison to her and her team meml:Jers which is substantially above the norm in 
comparison to other RDOs? 

This below is a sampling the nations BDOs statistical deviations that was shown rn the SPOT 
conference for 201 1 .  At this Lime there is no way to address .amotmt of referrals and it was 
explained that we should concentrate on ensuring the SOP is  followed not the numbers. The 
entire power point is attacht:d and explains th.at BDOs should be always hunting or in other 
words aggressively observing fo::- behavh;irs to stop potential threats to aviation, As a SPOT 
manager it is m)' job to ensure that all BDOs follow the SPOT SOP· and I have developed tools 
and worked with all BDOs under my supervision to ensure this to the best of my ability. lt is 
strictly forbidden hy SPOT HQ to require a quotas system or amount of SPOT referrr±ls required 
per BDO for any length uftime. I would like Lo reque,.,,i a STAN visit from SPOT HQ to verify 
that we are following the SPOT SOP and to look into this type of siruation again as they did 
previoasly. 

4 Years 
3 Years 
2 Years 

""'"'�· · · �ii:� 
-- -

· � · --

Burche- Program 
Overview and P . . .  

File: 1 1()0.4 
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� ...... 1�9.\� Transportation \'II& 1 Security ./ Administration 
September 6, 201 1 
Page 4 of6 

• Additional Questions with STSM responses (8/2612011): 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Honolulu International Airport 
Honolulu, HJ 96819 

1) Expert BDOPb)(B) l&Plll6I l� told STSM �while I was in meeting 
with �; I wasn't able to return back to the office until 1530hrs) said they did not see 
the behaviors that rmr=lobscnred for today's SPOT referrals (Please look in to this 
and provide written feedback) 

Please read the below email sent from Officerl!bK6J ht explains that he wasn't there for 
the observations initially, however once he arrived to assist with the property searches he 
observed behaviors on the passengers selected. It appeaJed to be a miscommunication between 
Officer@>M) land STSM l(b)(6) I 

(21 
Per your request to clarify 
2) I spoke w�rt DDO@ltGl • ltoday; he also expressed concerns to me with 

regard t� behavior observation & analysis. 

Per our conversation BDc.Il[J expressed that she is aggressively observing and analyzing 
behaviors that he might not have seen or his opinion is that they are not exaggerated or repetitive 
enough. 

I assigned Officcrf!ill to conduct one on one mentorship with Flores to evaluate her strengths, 
conce�hallenges, provide mentorship, and to ensure all SPOT procedures are being followed. 
Officerill_Jexplained to me on the Expert Partnership Program Documentation we created as a 
management tool to evaluate items like this that he had no concerns and/or challenges that he 
would like to devale to management for intervention. The time pe� the observation was 
March of 201 1. Also on this document he recommended that BDO�be looked at as a 
potential G-band . Also BDO� explained on lhe document I3DQl(bli6f ktrength: "l10)<fll lctoes 
the work that is required of her well. She is focused and pays attention. She is really good in her 
Casu�onversation. At times, she appears aggressive and so, her strength is also a weakness." 
BDORfiljprovidcd BDO�mcntorship under my direction on her behavior observations 
skills in respect to exaggerated and repetitive to ensure proper interpretation. 

3) l<b)(�) lreferrals significantly dropped while she was under the leadership ofEJ 
111>1<5> I during the Expert BDO mentorship program and then significantly 

increased when she was complete with the program? How do you explain this? What 
is your perspective? .,�\"'\ �·o1.l'\y·\?CVlt<• 

c.�' 
��"> 

I have reviewed RDollbl<5l I referral totals during the days of operations she was under t}Je.,�� 
Expert IlDO tvientorship Program to that we developed to ensure � are followin�tthe 
SPOT SOP and provided the needed mentorship on all items; BDO�total s appear.[to be on 
pace or higher than her average amount historically thru her career as a BDO. ':-, .. ' .'111\ft:tuu".) 

File: 1 1 00.'1 Version: 1 
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/a Th  1,;. �- ansportation !� rt;j Security \��":-- Administration 

U.S. Department of Homeland Sccudly 
Honolulu International Air.port 
Honolulu, HI 9681!1 

September 6, 20 l I 
Page 5 of6 

4) E:::)shared with me (today) that� had concerns withf' •) !behavior 
observation & analysis; please follow up with�and provide me with feedback. 

Attached is BDOI >Iii Jconcems about the events of that day in question. It seems that it 
was nol the behaviors or an ysis that was in question but the reason for the LEO referral. I 
educated BOOE) on the �ii,Laws (HRS) which makes it a crime to have UPCI. BOO t=J informed me that BDO t:.!...lis excel�nt at ubservation <md provided him with a wealth of 
experience during the LEO �!�- BDce] stated in an emf j : "·Y no time during our SPOT 
referral did T que�tfon RDOL:_j hehavior assessment. RDO 1 wa.c: actua.1 ly I 00% 
profos�iunal lhroughoul the entire referral and I learned a lot from what happened. " 

Please review attached eraail. 
B 

Regarding LEO 
Incident on 08-0 ..• 

5) Have you met with �et to discuss her Expert BDO mentorship period to identify 
the increase-decrease-and then increase again when she completed mcntorship? If not; 
please meet with her and record the discussion on a memorandum of Record. 

I assigned Officer�o conduct one on one mentorship with�to evaluate her strengths, 
conccrnfE]aHcngcs, provide mcntorship, and to ensure all SPOT procedures are being followed. 
Officer t• explained to me on the Expert Partnership Program Documentation we created as a 
management tool to evaluatt: items like this that he had no concerns and/or challenges that he 
would like to elevate to management for intervention. The time period for the observation was 
Marchof201 l .  Also on this document he recommended that BD�e looked-.� 
potential G-band. Also BDOLlxplained on the document BDO�trength: ·�does 
the work that is required of her well. She is focused and pays attention. She is really good in her 
Casual Conversation. Apu� she appears aggressive and so, her strength Is also a weakness." 
BDOE)provided BDO�mentorship under my direction on her behavior observations 
skills in respect to exaggerated and repetitive to ensure proper interpretation. I would like lo 
di.scuss the memorandum of record and how to approach if anything is founded. r know that we 
were holding off on this because of directions from DAFSD Cy Okinaka and the instrnctions to 
no issue anything until be states it is ok. 

6) Do you have any evidence of or suspect that she is targeting a specific race or profiling? 

I have never seen any evidence or suspected that she is targeting a �� race or profiling 
during the numerous occasions that I have worked alongside BDO� At no time has any �'"'�1·•"g'1"•, 
BOO or Offic.er shared any evidence of targeting a specific race or profiling. At no time has.,� _ 

BDO or Officer sh�red that they suspected any targeting of a specific race or profiling. l .llfl.\1c · 
. . • � 

provide my Leads with .opportunities to provide feedback to me on all officers and hav�.lsked ,.,.�,·>"°') 
for them to t111 out documents to explain that they feel that all SPOT SOP is being follofvcd. 

' 

Vv'hich includes that race, religion , ethnicity, and disability not he included or utilized dllf,ihg 
SPOT. .,1";;'"'"'") 

File: l 100.4 Vc.:rsion: I 
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September 6, 20I1 
Page 6 of6 

Transportation 
Security 
Administration 

U.S. Department ol' Homeland Security 
Honolulu Intcrnatiomtl Airport 
Honolulu, BI 96819 

7) Have your leads shared with you any evidence of or suspect that she is targeting a 
specific race or profiling? 

At no time has any BDO or Officer shared any evidence of targeting a specific race or profiling. 
At no time has any BDO or Officer shared that they suspected any targeting of a specific race or 
profiling. I have provide my Leads with opportunities to provide feedback to me on all officers 
and have asked for them to iill out docwnents to explain that they feel that all SPOT SOP is 
being followed. Which includes that race, religion, ethnicity, and disability not be included or 
utilized during SPOT. 

Please review the attached email in reference to the additional questions. 

, I _:_j 
RE ltt IJ 

follow up.m;g 

• STSM follow up: 
.I. STSM team wi�lowing up with the Standardization team from SPOT HQ to assist in 

observing BDO� for any possible SOP deviation. 
2. A SPOT refresher course will be given to DDO �in the month of September by a >JRTT 

SPOT member to ensure SOP compliance and accurate behavior observation, and analysis. 
3. STSM have already reviewed all SPOT behaviors and descriptions with BD�during 

the month of August 201 1 because of new SPOT Behavior Indicator Reference Guide issued 
on &/1/201 1 .  

4. STSMs will respond to all after action reviews of SPOT referrals, LEO IR, and make 
continuous follow up assessments to ensure the SPOT SOP is followed. 

� 
,)J1t-,.,!llnw�\J.t"I'..) 

File: I 100.4 Version: I 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

lfb)(6) �ugust 28, 2011 7:50 AM 

(tl 1 (b I (0K61 'I 
Subject: RE: Jude - 8/1 1/201 1 Statement and Questions Answered 

As per our discussion please respond to all questions listed below and provide an"y information you feel is 
needed. I have added some question to reflect the information you provided to me verba!ly during are meeting today. 
Thank you. 

1. Have you every observed any BOO not following the SPOT SOP? 

No; however, I feel that some behaviors are miss interpertated, over assessed and/or over aggressive. 

2 .  Please list all behaviors you observed on 8/11/2011 that lead to a SPOT referra I? 
l(b}[3) 49 0 SC § 1 !4(r) 

3. Please list all behavior that only you observed on 8/11/2011? 

None 

4.  Have you ever observed or have knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer 
individuals at any time? If Yes please explain the event and your evidence/proof. 

on August 11, 2011, I was working at the lnterisland Terminal, Checkpoint 1, with BDosl1b)(Bj I andfb)(6) � Afte r conducting two SPOT referrals @ OSSO @ Checkpoint 1 Lane 4, we walked over to the Hawaiian Airlines 
Lobby area to conduct o u r  SPOT After-Action. While walking through the Hawaiian Air ·n s Lobby I noticed a male 
passenger of Mexican descent, speaking in Span ish on his cell phone. As BOO� (b)(6) and I sat down, I observed 
the passenger approach the Hawaiian Airlines ticketing counter. As we started our SPOT After-Action of our recent SPOT � I, BD�tated words to the effect of, "Let's hold off on the After-Action for now, I'll be right back." BDO c:..Jt hen headed to the Checkpoint . At this point, I told BDO�to o�nd to continue observing the 
passenger currently at the Hawaiian Airlines ticketing counter. I asked BD�if he observed any behaviors on the 
passenger. Boolttil(6l lrepl ied, "No, l don't see anything." l replied, " I don't see anything either." I Instructed BOO � to continue observing the passenger, and we'll inform each other once we noticed any behaviors. ! told BDO �words to the effect of, "I'm going to call this play by play. This is what's going to happen. Once this passenger 
heads to the checkpoint, I'm going to receive a phone call from (b)[ I , stating that she has a referra l." I then told BDO � '� is going to refer this guy, just w�tch." BD (bJ(6) _ and. l _c9�tinued to observe the pas ��n

c
ie)

1
as 1e 

approached the checkpoint. OncJ��e parenger got to the c heckpoint, I received a phone call from BO (b 61 stating 
that she had a referral. I told BD 6l ''I told you.� didn't tell us who the referral was yet, but� , it'll be 
him." As BDO�and l entered the checkpoint, BDoltbJ\G) I identified the same passenger that BDO � and I · 

were observing as the referral. 

5. Do you have any knowledge of anyone including Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to establish their environmental Baseline? 

No 

6. Do you feel that you can bring concerns about any issLies to management? 

1 
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Yes 

7. Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being calculated that have not been 
observed? 

No 

8. Do you have an knowledge of unethical behavior or illegal activity being conducted at HNL? 

No 

9. Do you have any knowledge of Profi ling being conducted or utilized at HNL? 

No, I don't know ·for sure. It's just a foe ling. 

Please explain your answer. Explain ifE:!]refers all  of a certain nationality and what nationality and explain. 

No, She does not refer all Mexicans just some. 

If not all of the particular nationality is referred please explain why? 

I notice she tends to refer the Mexicans that look illegal. 

What is the common appearance of the individuals yo.u described possibly? 
)) "I : . "" I I 

These question below are in reference to the time period when you, BooO and BDO�where in Hawaiian 
Lobby and in the SPOT referral process for the SPOT referral at 615 AM. 

10. For the SPOT referral at 615 AM did you observe any of the behaviors assessed? 

No 

11. �hen the behavi�r where observ�d by BDO� the Lobby did you have constant and continuous 
observation of the passenger at the same time as BD� 

No 

12. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed-at.certain times and locations did you have constant and 
continuous observation of the passenger at that times? Please explain? 

No 

13. Were you at the Checkpoint when the behaviors in the queuing line or TDC observed? 

No 

14. Please explain your conversation with BDO�in the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your interpretation of 
what was said and that transpired? 

2 
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I to ld BlJO� bserve and to continue observing the passenger curr�t the Hawaiian Airlines ticketing 
counter. I asked BOOL'.:.Jif he observed any behaviors on the passen er. BDO �replied, ''No, ( don't see 
a11ything.11 I rep lied .. " I don't see anything either." I instructed BDO ,, ' "1 to continue observing the passenger, and 

we'll inform each other once we noticed any beh;:iviors. I told BDO ' •" words to the effect of, 'Tm going to call this 
play by pla . This ls what's going to happen. Once this passenger heads to the checkpoint, I'm go ing to receive a phone 
call from HUI stating that she has a referral." I then told BDO� -c::!:Jis going to. refer this guy, just watch." 
BOO (b)(t5) and I continued to observe the pass€nger as he appr.oached the checkpoint. Once the passenger got to the 

c�ec,kpoint, I received a phone call from BDO� statin� th?t she haf a refyral. I told BDO� "I �old you .� 
d1dn t tell us who the refc: rral was yet, but watch, 1t Ii be him.' f\s BDO and J entered the checkpoint, BDOL_:J 
identified the s<nne passenger that BDOE:]and I were observing as the referral. 

15 .  Where any statements provided to you irresponsible or created a hostile work environment? 

No 

16. At anytirpe did sooLlor BDODmention the use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to refer the passengers 
that were referred o n  8/11/2011 at 0615? 

No 

17. Please provide any concerns you have about all events that occurred o n  the day of 8/11/2011 or any time since 

you have been a BDO? 

Just concerns mentioned above. 

18. Do you have any evidence of Profiling or use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity? Please explain? 

No, l just have a feeling that it's possibly happening. I'm not 100% sure or have aoy evidence. 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. Aft content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Sect1ri!y Information. and recipients should use care in how the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. 

Master Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Hon:J:" • Hawaii� 
Cell: mi.. ______ ,,_--��-. 

Office: 808-83 1 " · 
Facsil1(ile:

, 
808-83 1- 4619 

E-maill1 " ·' ---���������--
This communication, along with any attachments, Is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged Information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemina11on, distribution, use or copying of this 
message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this In error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of .1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)." 
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From: � []  
Sent: Sunda Au ust 28, 2011 6:33 AM 
To: (b ) 

. 
Cc: (b)lQ1 
Subject: 8/11/2011 Statement and Questions Answered 

As per our discussion please respond to all questions listed below and provide any information you feel is 
needed. I have added some question to reflect the information you provided to me verbally during are meeting today. 
Thank you. 

1.  Have you every observed any BOO not following the SPOT SOP? 
2 .  Please list a l l  behaviors you observed on 8/11/2011 that lead to a SPOT referral? 
3 .  Please list a l l  behav ior that only you observed on 8/11/2011? 
4. Have you ever observed or have knowledge of anyone using Race, Relig ion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer 
individuals at any time? If Yes please explain the event and your evidence/proof. 
5. Do you have any knowledge of anyone including Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to establish their environmental 
Baseline? 

6.  Do you feel that you can bring concerns about any issues to management? 
7. Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being calculated that have not been 
observed? 
8. Do you have an knoy..iledge of unethical behavior or illegal activity being conducted at HNL? 
9. Do you have any knowledge of Profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL? Please explain your answer. 
Explain if Flores refers all of a certain nationality and what nationality and explain. If not all of the particular nationality 
is referred please explain why? What is the common appearance of the individuals you described possibly? 

These question below are in reference to the time period when you, BDOl!b)(6J land BD� where in Hawaiian 
Lobby and in the SPOT referral process for the SPOT referral at 615 AM. 

10. For the SPOT referral at 615 AM did you observe any of the behaviors assessed? 
11. When the behavior where observed by BO� in the Lobby did you have constant and continuous 
observation of the passenger at the same time as BOO� 
12. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed at certain times and locations did you have constant and 
continuous observation of the passenger at that times? Please explain? 
13. Where you at the Checkpoint when the behaviors in the queuing line or TDC observed? 
14. Please explain your conversation w!th BDO�n the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your Interpretation of 
what was said and that transpired? 
15. Where any statements rovided to�5u irresponsible or created a hostile work environment? 
16. At anytime did BOO (ll)\G) r BOO X t mention the use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to refer the passengers 
that were referred on 8/11/2011 at 0615? 
17.  Please provide any concerns you have about all events that occurred on the day of 8/11/2011.or any time sinc.e 
you have been a BOO? 
18. Do you have any evidence of Profiling or use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity? Please explain? 

Thank you and please have this statement completed before the end of your shift. Also this is a reminder as per our 

conversation this topic is not to be discussed with anyone but your STSMs. 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unfess specifically instructed. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensilive Security Information, and recipients should use care in how the information contained within is utlllzed and/or 
shared with other parties. 
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< I 

SPOT Transportation Security Manager 

Trnnsport<:ition Sccuity /\dministration 

Department of Homeland Security 

300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
Ph. r1101 
Office: 808-831- �p_ 
Facsimile 808-831-4619 

E-mail
._
!
_

.,_'-----
-

This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (S U.S.C. 552a)." 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: Subject: 

Friday, August 26, 2011 7:46 PM 
fib 61 fr <01 l1UJ 
Question and Statenent for 08/1 1 /201 1  

1 .  Have you every observed any BDO not following the SPOT SOP? 
To the best QJ.ffillknowledge I have never observed any BOO not following the SPOT SOP. 

2. Please list al l  behaviors you observed on 8/11/2011 that lead to a SPOT referral? 

The be,ayio9 I ot;iser:ved on 8/11l2Q11 · 
l. ·· ' · · · lu. 

3. Please list all behavior that only you observed on 8/11/20117 
The only _b_f?!)1aviors I observed on 8/11/2011: 

1. r· , 'Jl l  - ' 
4. Have you ever observed or have knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer individuals 
at any time? 

To the best of my knowledge I have never observed or have knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a 
reason to refer individuals at any time. 

5. Do you have any knowledge of anyone including Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to establish their environmental Baseline? 
To the best of my knowledge I have no knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion or Ethnicity to establish the 
environment.al baseline. 

6. Do you fee l that you can bring concerns about any issues to management? 
l feel that I am able to bring any concerns I may have to management. 

7. Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being calculated that have not been observed? 
I do not have any knowledge of any behavior be·ing made l.dfl.Q oints bein calculated that hcive not been otiserved. 
Ma·orit of the time when behaviors are assessed b BOO llh'1 she informs me of the behaviors she observed. I 
usually don't confirm that I observed the same behaviors. 

8. Do you have an knowledge of unethical behavior or illegal activity being conducted at HNL? 

I have no knowledge- of unethical behavior or illegal activity being conducted at HNL. 

9. Do you have any knowledge of Profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL? 

I hav"e no knowledge of profiling being conduc;ted pr utilized at HNL. - -· 
_ _  � _ _ _ 

These question below are in reference to the time period when you, soolft• J I and soQvhere in Hawaiian 
Lobby and in the SPOT referral process for the SPOT referral at 615 AM. 

10. For the SPOT referral at 615 AM did you observe any of the behaviors assessed? 
I did not observe any of the behaviors for the SPOT referral at 6:15 AM. 

11. When the behavior where observed b� in the Lobby did you have constant and continuous observation 
of the passenger at the same time as BOO� 
I had con ant and continuous observa ion oft e assen er in the lobb area after BDO went to the check oint. 
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12. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed at certain times and locations did you have constant and 
continuous observation of the passenger at that times? Please explain? 
While the passenge r was in the Hawaiian Airlines lobby. I had constant and continuous observation of the passenger. 
When the passenger entered the queuing line for the checkpoint I did not have constant and continuous observation of 
the Qassenge r. 

13. Where you at the Checkpoint when the behaviors in the queuing line o r  TDC observed? 
I was in the Hawaiian Airlines Lobby, about to conduct an "After Action" repo rt with Boo!"'"lb""X9..,..l--.! for a previous SPOT 
Referral. 

14. Please explain your conversation with BDO Pascual in the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your interpretation of what 
was said and that transpired? 
BDO lb l told me to observe the assen er that BOO \b)(6) observin . BOO itil(6} old me that she will robabl 
refer the passenger for a SPOT referral. My interpretation of that was BOO Flores gets many SPOT referrals. 

15. Where any statements provided to you irresponsible or created a hostile work environment? 
No statements provided to me was irresponsible or created a hostile work environment. 

16. At anytime did BOO �or BooUbX6l I mention the use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to refer the passengers 
that were referred on 8 11/2011 at 0615? 
At no time did BDO (bl{ } or BD (b ) mention the use of Race Reti ion or Ethnicit to refer the assen er that 
were referred on 8/11/2011 at 0§15. 

17. Please provide any concerns you have about all events that occurred on the day of 8/11/2011 or any time since you 
have been. a BOO? 
I currently don't have any concerns about event s that occurred on the day of 8/1 1/2011 or any time since I have been a 
BOO. 

Master Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Honolulu, Hawaii 9681 9  
Office: 808-831-DI) 
Facsimile: 808-831-4619 E-mail: l ... tb_><_el ________ _. 
NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructod. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, ana recipients should use care in how the information contained within is utilized and/or 

. . .  shared w1tfi0therpartles. - - - - - . ... - - --- . .. - ·- ---··· . .  ---- - - - ... ·--· .. . 

This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the Intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a}." 
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--·--··· -···-·--· '----·---···•·� ••-·""'"'""••·••·•"""''"" .. �.,. ..... ,-, •• .,,. I ,�, ·--·-- ,.,,,,, . .  ,_•"''·-•••>< , ... .-····• - �·• , . , ., .,,,, ,.,_,.,,,,. , ''' •""t"'"•• • ''"•'•••' _.,,.,,,..,,., .. , .. ,,,,,, •• , ._.,, .... "•"'"l ''• •··� • . . . . .. .  ·'" 

·· From: Q!!:1 D 
Sen t: F rid:y, August 26, 2011 6:04 PM 
To:l1b11t:. ] Cc:Hb1lti1 OJ Subject: Question and Statement for 08/11/2011 

1 r 
As per our discussion please respond t::i all questions fisted below and provide any information you feel is 

needed. Thank you. 

1. Have you every observed any BDO not following the SPOT SOP? 
2. Please list alt behaviors you observed on 8/11/2011 that lead tb a SPOT referral? 
3. Please list alt behavior that only you observed on 8/11/2011? 
4. Have you ever observed or have knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer 

individuals at any time? 
5.  Do you have ciny knowledge of anyone including Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to establish their environmental 

Baseline? 
6. Do you feel that you can bring concerns about any Issues to management? 
7. Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being calculated that have not been observed? 
8. Do you have an knowledge of unethical behavior or illegal activity being conducted at HNL? 
9. Do you have any knowledge of Profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL? 

These question below are in reference to the time.period when you, BDOf, 10 l and BDor=:Jwhere in 

Hawaiian Lobby and in the SPOT referral process for the SPOT referral at 615 AM, 

10. For the SPOT referral at 615 AM did you observe any of the behaviors assessed? 
11. When the behavior where observed by BO�in the Lobby did you have constant and continuous 

obser\iation of the passenger at the same time as BOOE]? 
12. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed at certain times and locations did you have constant and 

continuous observation of the passenger at that times? Please explain? 
13. Where you at the Checkpoint when the behav· rs · the queuing line or TDC observed? 
14. Please explain your conversation with BOO 11' 01 in the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your interpretation of 

what was said and that transpired? 
15. Where any statemeftsprri ded Jo'v-.af4sponsib le or created a hostile work environment? 
16. At anytime did BOO ' ' ': or BD wh"> mention the use of Race, Religior:i, or Ethnicity to refer the 

passengers that were referred on 8/11/2011 at 0615? 
17. Please provide any concerns you have about all events that occurred on the day of 8/11/2011 or any time since 

you have been a BDO? 

Thank you and please have this statement completed before the end of your shift. Also this is a reminder as per our 
conversation this topic is not to be discussed with anyone but your STSMs. 

NOTE: Th is email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in how the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. 

I'"'" 
SPOT Transportation Security Manager 
Transportation Security Administration 
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Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
Ph.ft'ti•J 
()ffir:P.· 808-A� 1 � 
Facsimile: 808-831-4619 
5-mailf,__1_6 _____ ___, 
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Ptivaty Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)." 
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From: 
Sent: 
To; 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Aloha!m 
I have included below the questions and answers.� 

2. 

1. Have you every observed any BOO not following the SPOT SOP? No, ! have not. 

Please list all behaviors ou  observed on 8 11 2011 that lead to a SPOT referral? I observed :�11 4 ' 
ti .; '·' ' s ' 0 • • 1 rl 

3. Please list all behavior that onl ou observed on 8 11 2 11? I observed '" � 
) .._ J s- ... 

4. Have you ever observed or have knowledge of anyone using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer 
individuals at any time? If Yes please explain the event and your evidence/proof. No I have never observed nor have 
knowledge of any BDO that I have worked with using RRE. 

S. Do you have any knowledge of anyone jncluding Race, Religion, or  Ethnicity to establish their environmental 
Baseline? No 
6. Do you feel that you can bring concerns about any issues to management? Yes, I work with a great management 
team and I feel that I can bring up any concerns that I may have openly with them. 

7.  Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being calculated that have not been 
observed? No 

8. Do you have any knowledge of unethical behavior or illegal activity being conducted at HNL? No 

9. Do you have any knowledge of Profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL? Please explain your answer. No, I 
don't have any knowledge of any profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL. When it comes to Behavior detection we 
have an SOP that we follow and behaviors are assigned a number and when we reach that threshold we as BDOs must 
refer the indivJ.Q_�) as req�iCf!.<:! EY ou.!:_50�:-

__ __ ____ _ .. - · - - ---· 

These question below are in reference to the time period when you, BDO.._F_' _ __.l and BDO�where in Hawaiian 
Lobby and in the SPOT referral process for the SPOT referral at 615 AM. 

10. For the SPOT referral at 615 AM did you observe any of the behaviors assessed? If yes please explain what 
behavior and how the events happened in chronological order. Yes I did. 

• While in the Hawaiian Lobby Myself along with BDOs -flJ-u• _
___

_ la nd ll>Ml1/ jwere on an 
Spot After Action from a referral that resulted at 0550 am. 

• While talking with 0�6 bout the referral I observed a assen er exhibitin 
,,._ ________ __......_! c;;.;o;..;.n;.;;t;.;.inued to observe the passenger Jl'JI i9 1.------------.....J 

1 
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• vhat I have observed on the pt1sscngerW>l(3l 49 u sc § 114(r) .__������������--!bl< 3l 49 us e  �1 walked towards the checkpoint. · 

• We were due for a break so I advised� a nd� to continue on a break and I headed towards the 
checkpoint. 

• While walking the line at Checkpo int 1 lanes 3/4, I observed two <idditional behaviors (b)(3149 c (b){3)»rn � c § 4(r) 

• l contacted Jude and Jensen and informed them on thf' two additional hehaviors observed arid if they 
could leave there break and head over to the checkpoint to help in conducting a SPOT referral on the 
passengerl;&.��149 u s  c § I 

11. Why did you leave the After Action meeting to go to Checkpoint 1? I left because when SPOT behaviors are 

observed it is mv duty as a BDO to follow the SOP at al! times. 

1.2. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed at certain times and locations did you have constant and 

continuous observation of the passenger at that times? Please explain? Yes, I did. I had constant/continuous 

observation of the passengerjtbXJ) Ml Li s c § i l4(r) I Please reference the above qt1estion #10 for the answer. 

13. Where you at the Checkpoint when the behaviors in the queuing line or TDC was observed? Yes I was please 
refer to question #10. 

14. Please explain your conversation with BDO�and BDOfbX6> h n the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your 
interpretation of what was said and that trans ired? I · ust explained that the assenger was exhibitin ib)(3) 4{1 

....._��������������-" Please refer to quest ion #10 . 

15. Where any statements provided to �esponsib\e or created a hostile work environment? No. 

16. At anytime did BDOlltJ)(6J lor BOO� mention the use of Race, Religion, o"r Ethnicity to refer the 

passengers that were referred on 8/11/2011 at 0615? No, they did not use RRE. 

17. Please provide any concerns you have about all  events that occurred on the day of 8/11/2011 or any time since 
you have been a BOO? My only concern is that on this day during this SPOT referral that escalated to a SPOT LEO due to 
the passenge�!�J) i9 U 8 c § 14 !l\f) I was that during the LEO 
when the Deputy Sheriff arrived they stated that the passenger didn't violate any Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) policies 

and they were free to go even after what the company stated in regards to the card. 

18. Do you have any evidence of Profiling or use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity? Please explain? 

No, I have never encountered a BDO using RRE as a basis for a SPOT referral. 

NOTE: This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically instructed. All content is meant 
to be viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may 

H _ _cantain..S.ens itive SecJ.JcityJnfaanJJ.tiD.n,. and re.ciJJi_e.ats_siw_ukl..JJ�fLC.,ar.fl .fn...tlruy_tf1e_Jnfmmiili.Qa. .. �smmined within i!?. . ... _ ·- _ 

utilized and/or shared with other parties. 

r'(6) Master Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 
Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
Cell:l«l!Ull � 
Office: 808-831 tiMJ 
Facsimile: 808-831-4619 
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E-mail:J ... _11_0 ________ __. 
This communication, along with any attac hments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of th is 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply !mmedlately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

······-··-- ·  ... , ...... -. ... �,-... ... ·� ..... ...... -·----··-·--��-···-···"�""'•'•-·-····-----····--... ·- · -·�-- -�·- .... .......... ., ........... - .... �. - .. 
From4J •lH I 
Sent: Sunday, August 28, 2011 9:17 AM 

As per our discussion please respond to all questions listed below and provide any Information you feel is 
needed. I have added some question to reflect the information you provided to me verbally during are meeting today. 
Thank you, 

1 .  Have you every observed any BOO not following the SPOT SOP? 
2 .  Please list a l l  behaviors you observed on 8/11/2011 that lead to a SPOT referral? 
3. Please list all behavior that only you observed on 8/11/2011? 
4. Have you ever observed or have knowledge of anyone .using Race, Religion, or Ethnicity as a reason to refer 
individuals at any time? If Yes please explain the event and your evidence/proof. 
5. Do you have any knowledge of anyone including Race, Religion, o r  Ethnicity to establish their environmental 
Baseline? 

6. Do you feel that you can bring concerns- about any issues to management? 
7. Do you have knowledge of any behavior being made up or points being calculated that have not been 
observed? 
8. Do you have an knowledge of unethical behavior or illegal activity be ing conducted at HNL? 
9. Do you hav:! any knowledge of Profiling being conducted or utilized at HNL? Please explain your answer. 

fiiittl These question below are in reference to the time period when you, BO� and BDO(_twhere in Hawaiian 

Lobby and in the SPOT referral process for the SPOT referral at 615 AM. 

___ lQ._ ___ For the SPJlTLeteir:al.aW5--1:1.M..did you obse..!Yf any

�

Qf the behaviors ilS:i�.s..e.Q.?Jf�Q]_e_;:i_se_exP-lain what 

behavior and how the events happened in chronological order . . 
11. Why did you leave the After Action meeting to go to Checkpoint 1? 
12. According to the 414 IR the behaviors where observed at certain times and locations did you have constant and 
continuous observation of the passenger at tha: times? Please explain? 

13. Where you at the Checkpoint when the behaviors in the queuing line or TDC observed? 
14. Please explain your conversation with Boq 1''16 �nd BDQ .... m )in  the Hawaiian Lobby and what was your 
interpretation of what was said and that transplred? 
15. Where any statements provided to[°{ irrrponsible or created a hostile work environment? 

16. At anytime did BDOI!• X'' lor BDO ' tr mention the use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity to refer the 
passengers that wer.e referred on 8/11/2011 at 0615? 

3 
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' 17, Please provide any concerns you have about all events that occurred on the day of 8/11/2011 or any time since 
you have been a BDO? 
18. Do you have any evidence of Profiling or use of Race, Religion, or Ethnicity? Please explain? 

Thank you arid please have this staternent completed before the end of your shift. Also this is a reminder as per our 
conversation this topic is not to be discussed with anyone but your STSMs. 

NOTE. This email message is not for reprint or redistribution unless specifically Instructed. All content is meant to be 
viewed by the recipients in the initial distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Security Information, and recipients should use care in tww the information contained within is utilized and/or 
shared with other parties. 

I .. ,., 

SPOT Transportation Security Manager 
Transportation Security Administration 

Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodger.s Blvd. #45 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
Ph. ' 

'"----..-..,..,......, 
Office: 808-831 
facsimile: 808-831-4619 
E -mailf .. '"'_' _____ _ 
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State law governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 
"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)." 
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DATfr 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 

" j 

Transportation 
Security 
Administration 

U.S. Department ofHoinela11d Security 
Honolulu foternatinnal Airport 

300 Rodgers Boulevard, #45 
HQnolulu, HJ 96819 

The SPOT management team completed an assessment of your WTL process and it was determined 
after multiple observation periods that your pattern of engagement with selective passengers 
reflected increased observation and interaction. Specifically, your encounters did not rdlect a 
consistent interaction/ohservation with every passengers. This memo is being delivered to provide 
you \.Vith follow up instructions that vou nust condu t WTL in l 1b'ased · dis r'minate r.f�ahle manner and -iw ' • H'*fl• 
�and adhere to all SPOT SOP/MD/Management Instructions, etc. 

I recognize that you may have certain ideas to improve your performance. Therefore, I encourage 
you to create your own personal improvement plan input, suggestions, you may write them in on the 
lines below: 

. .  ··-·--·-···-·· · - . · - ·  ------------------------

For your reference, I have attached a copy of the Management Directive 1 100.73-5 (Employee 
Responsibilities and Conduct). You ).llay also refer to the TSA Management Directive 1 1 00. 73-5 
Handbook and ·SPOT SOP which is available on the TSA network website. Please read these 
policies and :procedures thoroughly and do not hesitate to ask me any questions you have regarding 
these policies and procedures. 

TSA Management Directive No. 1100.73-5 Employee Responsibilities and Conduct 
#5 Responsibilities 

(2) Responding promptly to and fully complying wirh directions and instructions received from their 
supervisor or other management officials. 

-----(lJVbservmg anm1·�n-g_,b,_y_a_t,.,.l-l'ait-·..1-.,-r-u·l'"e-s-. -re-gi�,_,z-ut.,..1�on-s�a...,,_. na offfer autharilalzve pot1c1es iin7I- -·-· ·-

guidance, written and unwritten. 

Pl.ease sign the acknowledgement of receipt below. Your signature does not denote agreement with 
. , · · · · · · on the date signed. 

<JS' /!z_ /� I I 

Page 1 of 1  
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BOO PROFICIE 'NCY EVALUATION 
Team Members Evaluated 

IC 1 1 1  I 
Master BDO: ._ ___ _ 

Completed By: STSM tJ,__11_-n_i 
_ 

_, 

Date: 4/26/10 

Referred to: SPOT SOP and Local HNL BDO Guidance/Polices 

Tools/Resources used for assessment (as applicable): BOO 

l) SPOT Proficiency Checklist 

Strengths: You have a great understanding of the Checklist and its requirements. 

Challenges: 1. you have been briefed on Walk the Line procedures and understand them but 
still need to be motivated to complete it correctly. 

Rernmmendations: All Officers need to be reinforced about Walk the Line and its requirements. 

Management Intervention- Follow Up/ Plan of Action: I have already educated and mentored all 
BDOs to correct this challenge. Next I will be issu�ng a Letter of Guidance to all SDO's in 
reference to SPOT SOP Walk the Line procedures end the Proficiency Checklist. 

2) SPOT Referral Reoort 

Strengths: You revjewed all SPOT behaviors and provided demonstrations on all  behaviors to 
show understanding. You recognized and accurately assessed the environmental baseline as 
established in the SPOT SOP. You explained the 8 basic factors used In determining the baseline 
and understood the excluded factors Race, Religion, and Ethnicity. You identified individuals 
exhibiting SPOT behaviors that deviate from the baseline (BDO conferred with STSM I bl16I Ion 
details of observations). You accurately assets all SPOT behaviors during observation period. 
You asked to list al1 unusual items they accurately. identified any unusual items that could be 
found during SPOT Referral Screening. You assigned the appropriate point value to individuals 
exhibiting SPOT behaviors. You conferred with STSM (IDll�J ho explain behaviors and point 
values assigned. 

Challenges: Same as all  BO.Os because of recen� changes to SPOT policy complete memorization 

of Behaviors still ;;i ctiallenge for all BDOs. 

Recommendations: Ttiis challenge is a national issue and we have learning tools in pf ace at HNL 
already. 

Management Intervention -Follow Up /Plan of Action: I discuss behaviors with BDOs and 
provide additional time for review/memorization. 
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8100 PROFICIENCY EVALUATION 
3 )  SPOT SOP 

Strengths: You have a great knowledge of the SPOT SOP and how to apply it properly. 

Challenges: Sarne as all BDOs because of recent changes to SPOT policy complete memorization 
of Behaviors still a ch;:illenge for all BDOs. 

Recommendations: This challenge is a national issue and we have !earning tools in place at HNL 

already, 

Management Intervention-Follow Up /Plan of Action: I 1..vill continue to discuss behaviors with 
BDOs and provide .:idditional tin1e for review/n1emoriz<ition. 

4) Other Challenges jdentified/Positives identified 

1, LEO Report Writing/SPOT Reports/Attention to Details: 
Your aU.ention to the deti;Jih; for a l l  reports and conipletion in a tin)ely rnanner. Your 
ability to mentor your fellow BDOs even in the Master level your ::.elf is excellent. 

Recommendations: 

Yow have mentored other shifts and your fellow BDOs as an Expert in the field of Report 

writing. It is great that you have been identified by your peers as an SME 1,vithout 

management intervention. 

You have n-1ade and continue to 1,11ork on recommendations to improve the SPOT 

program at HNL (S·Drive) 

Management Intervention-Follow Up /Plan of Action: 

Continue your hard work 

2. Expert BOO Decisiveness: 
STSM observations have identified great improvements in arei'3s of Decisiveness 
(Decision-Making) 

Recommendations/Positive Reinforcement: 

You continue to rnake well�informed,'effective and timely dec.jsions, even when data 
are limited or solutions produce unpleasant consequences; perceives the ln1pact and 

- - ----------------------------------------·"" _ _  , _____ ------------i-mpa-ct--Of decisioflS-:----YOUf __ L_E_O calls haVe·-bee-;;--a--trme where-y-o-u--p;:e-sent thlS--SkTrra-na -------------- -

make very sound decisions. 

Management lntervention"Follow Up /Plan of Action: 

Continue the hard work. 
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BDO l' ROFICIENCY EVALUATION 
3, BOO Interpersonal Skills � Management Communication and listening effectively to 

BDOs: 
STSM identified that alt BDO's must treat others with courtesy, respect, and respond 

appropriately to the needs and feelings of different people in different situations. 

Recommendations/Positive Reinforcement: 

You must continue to listen and understand fellow BDOs' perspectives with regard to 
the impact of management decisions in order to communicate those perspectives to 

rnanagement or Lead G band in a professional and unbiased manner. I would like to see 

improven1ent in your relations with co�workers to develop this skill. 

Management Intervention-Follow Up /Plan of Action: 

Call STSM intervention needed and make notifications. I f you need additional 

mentorship in this area just email and we can work on some tools. 

4, Tean1work Competency in aspect of the BOO function: 
8POs should works cooperatively With others to achieve shared goals; openly shares 
Information, knowledge, and expertise with the team; puts team goals ahead of 
individual/personal goals 

Recommendations/ Positive Reinforc:ement: 

You have and continue to prioritize team goa ls and fostering commitment and team 
spirit to achieve TSA and SPOT o bjectives. 

Management Intervention-Follow Up /Plan of Action: 

Continue the hard work. 

5. Oral Communication Competency in aspect of the 800 function: 
BDOs should l isten and understand fellow BDO's perspl:'ctives with regards to the 
impact of management decisions in order to comm unicate those perspectives to 
management in a professional and unbiased manner. 

Recommendations/Positive Reinforcement: 

'{Qu._have and contio.ue to consider alLfactnc.s.10.J:.Qmm11njcate effectively i n  ditflc=----� 
situations to cla rify the problem and identify appropriate actions/procedures. 

Management lnterventionwfollow Up /Plan of Action: 

Continue the hard work. 
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BOO PROFICIENCY EVALUATION 
Synopsis of First Half for PASS 2010 

Your performance has been excellent in all  aspects of your job function. Please continue this through 

the next half for PASS 2010. I have provided some of my observations to show as an example of your 

job performance this cycle but it is in no means all that you have done. Also email or call me at anytime 

to discuss your goals o r  way to i mprove your PASS ratings. Thank you for the hard work and dedication 

to the HNL SPOT Program. 

I am available to help you if you need guidance on this matter. Additionally, if you feel you might have a 

personal pro blem, your ability to p erform, you may contact the Em ployee Assistance Program (EAP) at 

1-888 ·222-0364. EAP is a confidential resource designed to help employees deal with a wide range of 

personal issues affecting work performa nce. 

Please sign the acknowledgement of receipt below. Your signature below does not denote agreement 

with this; it only represents receipt of this notice o n the date signed. 

(b11ii1 

Date 

01_/�1�/D 
, , 

Date 

Delivery Information: 

Hand Delivered by: Date 
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SPOT Expert BOO-Master BDO Partnership Program Documentation 

Master BDO: "':'1====-------1� Lead Expert l3DO: _ 

Dates of Mentorship: March 2011 - May 2011 

To be completed by Expert BDO: 

1) Did you provide your officer with Expert BOO SOP mentor.ship (as needed} , to indude SPOT 
procedures/ guidance, supervi5ory Instructions reinforcemerit, SPOT observation/assessment; in 
an effort to ensure SOP compliance, PASS preparation1 effer.tive mmmunic.;;ition ;rnri team wnrk; 
If so, please describe in detail : Yes, please see attachments. 

2) Did you identify any strengths within the officers' SPOT performance and applfcati6ii that the 
BOO conducted successfully /at an exceptional level (what is the officer good at?) ll§![]does 
1he work that is required of her well. She is focused and pays attention. She is really good in · 

her Casual Conversation. At times, she can appear aggressive and so, her strength is also a 
weakness. Please see attachments for detailed information. 

3 ) Please describe in detail any concerns/challenges that YOll would like to elevate for 
management intervention: None. 

4) Please list in detail (as applicable) what type of cjc hing,1 feedback, and/or was direction given 
to this officer to address the concern: I mentore in - i in not talking/distracting other 
Officers or her partner although it is part of her Ohana culture; and ·discussed strategies. I 

mentored her in fine-tuning some of her observations. There were quite a few times when I 
didn't observe what she did. Also, talked aboi..'1: positioning and moving more often. 

5) Please list any recommendations and/or feedback that you have discussed with you Master BOO 
that will or has supported their performance goals, PASS assessments, and overall SPOT training 
and observations; please be specific: I recommend that Officerl1 1 �e looked at as a 
potential G-band. She has the capability plus the characteristics. I also recommend that she 

take a few TSA DLC courses in Communication, Dealing with Difficult People and leadership 
Strategies. 

6) Do •;ou feel confident that your officer is in compliance with all SPOT procedures and that this 
officer was given the tools and resources to perform their job successfully? Yes, I do. 

7} Comments Section: 
lb115i 

STSM Follow up Action: 

STSM Acknowledgment & Review: 

Date Filed: G� µ;ti 
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Operations 
Checkpoint: 
Playback: 

j REFS: 
VIPR 0 rations: 

BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

---- . .  - ·- --·-·-·--·----·-··· . 
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BOO SUPPORT STAFF· 

DAILY SITREP 

Total Arrests: 
l � 11 Ir Requests for LE O Intervention: I "11 ) ·• 

-· 

. . .

. -- ---
-· ,,_, -

--------------

Operations 
Checkpoint 

#of Hours 
I I 
I I' Playbook: 

REFS: 
VIPR Operati9_ns;, _ _______ __. � - -� (  

·
i.99._lim�,�f�ee>o ·c�Y��i-: ��> - :rv.",m t��i', 

_

_

_ 

···
---- ·--

·

-

· 

There w. as

. 

no invidious

. 

use of race or ethnicity in. th is case. For the record, the thr

.

ee individuals selected for SPOT� 
R�f�reening were Filipino an� the male with the distraught �oddler was Caucasian. I only spent two hours 

w1tht=_J and that was mostly during the SPOT Referral screenmg. It worked out pretty well because there were 

three assen ers and three BDOs. There was also reat communication between all BD9_s_. __ _ _ _  _ 

,. , �:· .. � :\ . 
·>

·
:

;

�:\:�_; �·.:;�i;��H( ;�r¥."'"t; .l':,.�·�:;:=·.

:

:�.���� 
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):� �{t. 

BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

f:f li�llll'ftl!llMlll 

PA:X_B.eferre_2 for Se!ectee Screenin : 
0Eerations 
Checkpoint 
Playbook: 
REFS: J VIPR Operations: 

· 11 ���1_�--.,....,..i..c:IJ.U�:O.....�--J Regues� for l FO lnteNentio�n�:---��� 
...... ���--� ...... --i 

�·mm�� ;"·� -,
-'?'-•·, �'ier', �· 

}! \)v�;i g:;�t �ork. There were . ·� - _:�:: 'l:;;i�··�ooE 1 ) Walk-tfie�Une p-rocedures followed. Could use 
r more work with not talking with Checkpoint personnel. However; [::J has a hard time keeping her mouth shut. l 
�· think with the After Action reviews and analyzing behavior observation AS A GROUP will bring everyone to the 

same page. It seems difficult to debate when "in the moment" as we must always support our partner. Discussed 
with other BDOs that if they don't see or question another BDOs observation, it must be reported to Management. 
New SOP Guidelines may help; not sure yet. Refresher Course is a guarantee to bring everyone "back to basics''. 

Sent an email out with the following questions for STSM Clarification and feedback was positive for the ENTIRE 
team: 

; 
.i 
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Boo SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

I Total 
PAX Re_�r�d for �ele�� S�e�_ing_:___ :::J :•11:::::::L__:R..:::e=u-=-es::::.t::.s__:_::fo:.:.r...:::L:=E...:::O:..:l.::.nt:::e_:_:rv:..::e::..:.n�tio�n:__:__: -L----------J--c. 

� Opetations 

I Checkpoint: 
. Playbook: I REFS: Lv1,t_'_!:\ QQ.erati ons: 

��������-;,========================£-�������� 

. f:INLBOO: I 
-'. -��.n�����!����i�-�� .--�-'." <��i:·.�;,; 

Overall great work. There wer ·� ·, tr ' - - with BO observed with Mentor. There werel'.t''�====-=1 
t - with BDOf?'b' hhat was NOT 0bserved with Mentor because she was allowed to change her scheduled lunch. 
�; Walk-the-Line procedures followed. Could use more work wlth hot talking with Checkpoint personnel. I do feel I 

fi still don't I see all that she does. I feel that she over assesses . 
t.i-t 

1

����������������

J Through discussion with STSM � incid�nt was documented as a courtesy call on the Daily Shift Summary. 
No significant input or output was generated. 

-------- . ,�\�irt&fi1ttee,.- ·
·r'it��� __ ----- -- · - ·-·---�- _- -

-
- =--

. . O�eraJJ _great ._;;ork. -- -� 
. I 

����J��?.cJli2������1-L__, · - · -·· . . .  ··- · 

--··- · · -· _ --Again, I feel she needs work on not being to "sensitive" when judging behaviors. However, I don't know if she is� I getting it. Feedback from other officers, in the opinion of this Mentor, is consistent With not observing what she is 
observing; in that some observation may be questionable. 

·-- - -
-

------
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BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

1 

------� -_R.�:u � -st� �_9r LEO Jnte��_e nt '1o n ·. U!-;!-i -.- -�l�kr�;t�. - · - --,, I PAX Referred for Selectee Screeajng� - �"""""""" ............ � � .., � , ,_ . • L . i Operations 
[ Checkpoint: 
l Playbook: 
( REFS: 
j VIP!3...__0_per_�tioDS: __ 

" ' ' 1 • _ � - 1 " TSS-E also responded with no further incident. 
NOTE: STSO lr 6 did not questions the passenger prior to our arrival. Come April 1 1 ,  201 1 ,  BDOs will be in 
an observatory mode only_ STSOs should be reminded that they are to conduct the questioning. I -· '" � � •!' 

· g���iY:�£�,��.�����&�£;:.�Ji��:���J__ 
-

__ .. ,,_ - ' --· 
- ' - -

---

.I 
-i Overall reat work. ·- -- ���--��--��-�-=-��- -
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., � ·: 

Operations 
. Checkpoint: l, Pfaybook: 

REFS: 

_VI PR Qper�_ons: 

1300 SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

,:r�o:·
r
:s'�-ti'·v'tffi�'e.i�;;J�il:$�,. ''.�41f£ - -

· ' '.�.J- 7�:-1!'.'if 1•

• 

• •  >t . .'. �s: .. ·����� .. ,
·
1:.:: J , :

r 
-�':II· • !'==n: . -"'.';-..;.;-""�'·:�·"---'� _J)L__ __ 

I Arre�ts: 

There was no invidious use of race or ethnicity in this case. For the record, the three individuals selected for SPOT 
Ref�eening were Filipino and the male with the distraught toddler was Caucasian. I only spent two hours ' 
with�and that was mostly during the SPOT Referral screening. It worked out pretty well because there were 

, three eassen�ers and three BDOs. There was also qreat communication between all BDOs. 

;· G.on$truiilti��L1.e��ti� :t�;��-'t[�. - ' �:,, ·1 _.oit 1 '� '' Htr; 1111r 
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aoo SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

7,;:;-:>•c'"""'�i¥�.#!J!i�i���%t���;�''.41t��J- �--

_ 
--=-�-.-· -- - ------ -- -- ·-

/ '11 as not being mentored at ihis time. 
L·-�--�-��-�-��-�-�---���-��--�-�-�-� 

-·------···· - . ________ ,__ -· ---

---···· . ---
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Rosemary.Law
Text Box
(b)(6)
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BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 
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Operatio11s 
Checkpoint: 
Playbook: 
REFS: 

BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

. - . --- - -- - - 1--IT_,_o=t=a,_I ___ 

J 
..... I ""'A'""rr-=-es;:.::ts=· ,_: __ 

Req�eaj_s f� u:o laj_erv�!lt1�n. V """";""!, !!!!. !!!""!!!!!!!!!!!;'!!��; """"!!!"""""""'"""""� 

VIPR_Qp�rajlo�: _ _______ ____,, ______________ ...__ ______

_
_ _ _ _ _ _  ,,, 

\ ·ij{_·_··_ij��-,::�i���������;z��L Overall great work. There we re I " .. J 1 • ]with B�observed with Mentor. There were l ... 11 ... 1' ... ' ... "......,.....,......,__.. 
with BDO Flores that was NOT observed with Mentor because she was allowed to change her scheduled lunch. Walk-the-Line procedures followed. Could use more work with not talking with Checkpoint personnel . I do feel l 
still don't I see all that she does. I feel that she over assesses. 

�. ' ·Zt� �1 - i Through discussion with STSM � incident was documented as a courtesy call on the Daily Shift Summary . . , N.o significant input or output was generated. 
-=.,.,.._,_��·-

------

- - -- ___....;; --
-

-< -· - ---� 

. ' 7B.o\ii�� _ -=·� .... _--______ ______ _ 

f. g��J;.:;�;���19���,��rr���lli;:J�L�

:

't. __ -=�--�. -- . -- -
·
- =----_-.. .. �--------......,...-

· 

: Again, I feel she needs work on not being to "sensitive" when judging behaviors. However, I don't know if she is 
I getting it. Feedback from other officers, In the opinion of this Mentor, is consistent with not observing what she is j observing; in that �ome ��servation ':�-�e �uestiona�le

_
.
_ _ 

_
_ _ 

_ 
_ 

_ 
---- --------� 
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BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SrTREP 

--- HT -- --- -L.T.o�ta�r__,...,....--_L ..... A�r.re.s.ts�:.._......, 
PNS_�fe_!T�d for Sete=-c::.:t�ee-=--::S:.::c""'ree=-=n:..:.;in.:.=_... ___ ..__ ___ cR;.:e=.q:i:u:..:e;;.:s:.::ts=-i;.:o;.:....r LEO Intervention: (0 ' .t> ,.q \ 1 L 

# of Hours 
t r I 

I 
· VIPR Opera1ions: 

.:.: .,;:__----
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BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 
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.: :;. 

BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

�@l•WMI'"' r -- -- _y---------

____ _,_ .,_ , ., ·----------· 

coMMENTs: � Upon arriving at the checkpoint, checked in with the STSO and TDC, however she did n ot 
check in with the LEO nor did she c ec the flight board for possible delays. I reminded her to 
check irt with the LEO and check the flight board . 
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From: Sent: To; Subject: 

ALCON: 

Just to clarify a few things: 

on 03/23/2011 

1 .  On m ast SITREPS I indicated LEO Referrals mistaken for TOTAL Referrals. 

===:::::g===! '=r ===:::ic:===========�-i====-=:I' All STSO that I have come into contact 
With, do not mind this action as it helps them. I do agree with �' , that it is THEIR job. Unfortunately, most of tlie STSO 
cannot be found and do not try to relieve the flow of p�ssengers. Personally, I support ihis action provided in can be one 
with min;,.....,, 1 . . 

I llJ _ , 1 1·1! 

5. I don't think we can stand around and just do behavior observations. ! think we need to be obseNant and proactive in 
an areas. I promote thinking outside the box and learning to blend in. 

Just my thought, because I know r do and promote some of these things. I think they can be used effectively and 
purposefully, 

Thanks for letting me express my opinion. 

1(1.l�li t EBDO 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
�ransportation Security Administratiun (T8A) 
Honolulu Interna tional Airport (HNL) 
Behavior Detection Unit 
3 0 0  Rodqers Blvd #45 
Hono lulu, !iawaii 9681� 

TSA Phone ; If) (l1 
...,...._,..._-.......... ......\ Office: ( S O a J  8 3 1.  161 

Fax : ( 1Q8l831-4619 
Email : _' 'li'�l 
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<<EMM SITREP 03-23-20 1 1  Nf .doc>> 
ALCON: 
Please find attached rny daily SITREP for .... !1"_· __ __.Ion 03/23/2011. Use BOO TSA password. 
NOTE: Th is ema.'I message is not for ropr inf or redistribution unless specifically instructed. All r;ont8nf is meant t� be 
Viewed by the recipients in the inWaf distribution, internalized, and acted upon accordingly. Messages may contain 
Sensitive Securit/ Information, and rec ipient�: shuuld use cam in how the infomiation contained within is tJlj/fzed and/or 
shared with other parties. 

Expert TSO Behavior Detection Officer 
Transportation Security Administration 

Department of Homeland Security 
300 Rodgers Blvd. #45 

Honolufu, Hawaii 96819 

TSA Cer .... l _1 1_''_' ___ _J 
FWl Office: 808-831-f __J 

Facsimile: 808-831-4619 

IJIJ E-malJ: ... _________ .J 
This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by Federal and State la.w governing electronic 
communications and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. If the reader of this message is 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this 
message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender and 
delete this message. 

"Warning: Contains information controlled under the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 55Za)." 

2 
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BOO SUPPORT STAFF 

DAILY SITREP 

� . ( .,_...,....,,.._..,.....

-.:..

�;--
�

C,--"'.C..,.. ',• � . ;_ � � -�· • r �j ·• . �,' '..:� .\ �· -· -� 

'!'l'?'""="�!==';'::;;:-�----=:_;_�.
· : 

, : '.·,�1rsr�i·�f t���:i·trl: 
I rAX RefeJ:�ecilot _�_�laje�Screenj!)g: __... ...................... ..__ 

- - -r..._I-o"'-t"fla!-1 __ _,-,...,.-..... [-�StS·: --
q .. (1 � , .. .,, I ! __ Reque�ts for LEO Intervention: . 

j Operations. 
Checkpoint: 

Playbook: 

REFS: 
VIPR 0 erations: 

# of Hours 

I 
" . '" 

I 
bserved with Mentor. l3ehaviors were confirmed ,__ _ __,, 

· � 1i '1 l' � 1 � TSS�E also responded with no further incident. I OTE: STSO "!1 ;, . did not questions the passenger prior to our arrival. Come April 1 1 ,  2011, BOOs will be in · 
an observatory mode only. STSOs should be reminded that they are to conduct the questioning. 

,, I tP �. 

�--J 




